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OFFICIAL CALENDAR

-0F THE-

E DUCATIONAL

DEPARTMENT

December:
1. Last day for appointment of School Auditors

b Public and Separate School Trustees.
S. Act, sec. 37 (1); S. S. Act, sec. 28 (5>.]

Municipal Clerk to transmit to County In.
spector statement showing whether or
not any county rate for Public School pur-
poses have been placed upon Collector's
rol against any Separate School sup-
porter. [P. S. Act, sec. 113; S. S. Act,
sec. 50.]

11. County Model Schools Examinations begin.

12. Examinations at Provincial Normal Schools
begin.

Examinations of School of Pedagogy begin.

13. Last day for Public and Separate Schnol
Trustees to fix places for nomination of
Trustees. L.P.S. Act, sec. 102 (2) ; S.S. Act,
sec. 31 (5).]

14. County Treasurer te pay Township Treas-
surer rates collected in Township, [P.
S. Act, sec. 122 <3.]

Local assessment to be pald Separate School
Trustees. [S. S. Act, sec. 55.]

15. Municipal Council te pay Secretary-Treas-
urer Public School Boards ail sums levied
and collected lu Township. [P. S. Act,
sec. 118.1

Count Councils to pay Treasurer High
Schoo1. [H. S. Act, sec. 30.1

High School Treasurer to receive all moneys
due and raised under High Schools Act.
[H. S. Act, sec. 36 (1).]

20. Reports of Principals of County Model
Schools to Department, due.

Reports of Boards of Examiners on Third
Glass professional examinations to Depart-
ment, due.

21. Provincial Normal Schools close (Second
session.)

Last day for notice of formation of new
school sections te be posted by Township
Clerk. [P. S. Act, sec. 29.]

22. High Schools close, first term. [H. S. Act,
sec. 42.]

Public and Separate Schools close. [P. S.
Act, sec. 173 (1) ; S. S. Act, sec. 79 (1).]

25. CHRISTMAS DAY (Monday).

New Schools go ito operation. [P. S. Act,
sec. 81 (3) ; sec. 82 (3) ; sec. 87 (10); S. S. Act,
sec. 4.]

Alteration of school boundaries In unorgan-
ized Townships takes effect. [P. S. Act,
41(2).]

27. Annual Public and Separate School Meet-
ings. [P. S. Act, sec. 17; sec. 102 (1): S. S.
Act, sec. 27 (1); sec. 31 (1).]

Last day for submitting by-law for estab-
lishing Township Boards. [P. S. Act, sec.
54.]

31. Semi-Annual Reports of High Schools to De-
partment due. [H. S. Act, sec. 14 (12).]

Protestant Separate School Trustees to trans-
mit to County Inspector names and at-
tendance during the last preceding six
months. [S. S. Act, sec. 12.]

Rural Trustees to report average attend-
ance of pupils to Inspector. [P. S. Act,
sec. 206.]

Semi-Annual Reports of Public School
Trustees to Inspector, due. [P. S. Act,
sec. 40 (13).]

Semi-Annual Reports of Separate Schools to
Department due. [H. S. Act, sec. 28 118);
sec. 62.)]

Trustees Report to Truant Officer, due.
[Truancy Act, sec. 12.]

Auditors' Re ort of cities, towns and incor-
poratedv& es to be published by Trus-
toes, (P.. et, So. 107 (12).]
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ROSE PUBLISHING CO., LTD.

TORONTO

SEVEN MAGAZINES IN ONE l

ST. NICHOLAS
FOR YOUNG FOLKS.

"Wide Awake " now Merged in it. En-
larged by 200 additional pages in
the volume. Everything Illustrated.

OF all publications for bo s and rIs, ST. NICHO-
LAS, conducted by ary Mapes Dodge, is

unquestionaby the best. It has been praised by
the press and the pople of two continents,-its
circulation is unprece dented among ma azines for
yug f lks. Begining with the numbr for N-
vem ber, c893, it is er aed by the addition of
about 20 pges in the v ue, and for 1893-94 itwill have e greatest prograum in its history,
Including

A NATURAL HISTORY SERIER,
brilliantlyillustrated,describing the quadrupedsof
North America in a ular way, by W. T. Horna-
day, recently Chief Taxiderisit of the United
States National Museum ;

"lOM SAWYER ABROAD,"
a Serial Story by Mark Twain,

in which the great humorist's famous creati ns,
"Tom Sawyer" and " Huckleberry Finn." visit the
eastern hemisphere(in a flyine machine); aserieson

AMERICAN AUTHORM,
by Brander Matthews, 'etting forth in clear and
simple f rmi the main biographical facts and-the
chiel literary qualities of famous men in Armerican
literature, including Irving. Cooper. Bryant, Haw-
thorne, Emierson, Lowell, etc.;

1 STORIES OF INDIA
BY RUDYARD KIPLING.

Wlen Rudyard Kipling was a boy in India he
used t) read T. NICHoLAs, and now he takes his
turn at bringing delight te the thousands of Noung
folk who read it to-day. le has written for ST.
NICHoLAs a series of remarkable stories of boy and
girl life in the jungle and with animals.

"RECOLLECTIONS OF WILD LIFE,"
by Dr. Charles Eastman, a full-blooded Sioux In-
dian, and a Rraduate of a white man's college
(Dartmouth); a descri tion of Indian life-in camp
and on the w rpath- -escribed from the inslde.
novelty in literature.

PAPERS ON THE GOVERNMENT.
" How money is made" ithe Mintý, "How the

Treasury is Guaided," "How the Government
omotes Ingenuity" (the Patent-Office), "The

Kead-Letter Officé," "With the West Point
Cadets," " How, Armies Talk to Each Other,"

Life on a Man-of-War," etc.
SERIAL STORIES BY

Howard Pyle,
Frances Courtenay Baylor,

James Otis,
Molly Elliott Seawell and

I he Author of " Lady Jane."
THE FAMOUS "BROWNIES,"

by Palmer Cox, will aise be a feature of ST.
NICHOLAS.

Areyou going te have ST. NicHoLAs in your
home Iu 94 New sulireri or dlegin with
November. 1 he price of ST. NICHOI AS iS $3.00 a
year. Everythin r in it is illustrated. Subscribe
througi booksellers and newsdealers, or remit to
the publishers by check, draft, money or express
order. Don't miss the Christmas number.
THE CENTURY O., 83 East 17th Street, N. Y.
Write for the " MinatWure St. oa,"-free.
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BOOK SUPPLÏ

DEPJR TMENT

OR the convenience of our subscribers who have beeJ
accustomed to order educational and other Wror

noticed in our columns through the office of publicat01

WE PROVOJE
TO CONTINCE

for the present at least, to furnish such books by Pst
or express at the advertised prices.

THE LE33ONS IN
ENTRANCE LITEKATUfCE

we shall continue to publish in our English Depar'tlîllîî

but as, many teachers will not care to await the sIol

process of

FUBLICATION
IN THIS WAY

we have made an arrangement with the publishlr by
which we are enabled to send the book proiptly by 11

postage paid on receipt of the

711KE
25 C.ENTJ

Other books furnished to order as soon as they

be procured from the publishers.

ADDRESS,

THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL'
Room 2o, Iw'/2 Richmond St. West,

'.-TORONTO.

rn.al.
Inspectors. Teachers, and Students can have any Book

require by return mail, by dropping me a card.

University. College and High School Books, new and
Books for the Sehool of Pedagogy, Normal Sehool, and Preparait
Normal Sehool Course.

Classical Teachers send for that admirable little book of " Lati bt
Sight Translation."

Books for School Entertainments. In fact any Educational work.

ADDRESS

FRANK PORTER, - 353 Yonge Street, Toronto
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Editørial 15;øtes._
WE shall be glad to receive news items

of general interest fron the different locali-
ties for our Christnas nunber.

ALL new subscribers from this date will
receive the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL until
the end of 1894 for the year's subscription.

IF you have anything specially good in
the way of Christimas entertainments, for
the use of schools, please let us have it for
the benefit of all our readers.

HAVE any of our readers observed the
injurious eflect of slate blackboards'upon
the eyesight referred to iii the note of in-
quiry from Dr. George G. Groff, of Lewis-
burg, Penn., in another colun ? If so
they will no doubt render a service to
sehool children and to science by com-
Inuaicating with hin, as requested. Dr.
Groff is a physician of high standing, who
has paid special attention to questions of
this kind.

WE reprinted in last number a rather
sPicy article from the Public School Jour-
nl, by Dr. McLellan, Principal of the
Ontario School of Pedagogy, touching the
inethod by which an "eminent institute lec-
tulrer" proposes to teach a certain question.
In the same line of discussion, We give il
this number an editorial article from iThe
Week of November 17th, and a letter from
br. MeLellan iii reference to it, which ap-

Pears in The Week of November 24th.
'Ihe question of methods is one of the

TORONTO, DECEMBER 1, 1893.

utmost importance to teachers of every
grade and these contributions to its discus-
sion will be full of interest to all who may
be striving, as no doubt mnany of our
readers are, to strike a just balance be-
tween the conflicting claims of the "Old"
and the "New" in education.

THE fear is expressed by some that, in
consequence of certain irregularities which
took place at one or two of the outside
stations at the last examinations, the Uni-
versity of Toronto nay be induced to hold
the next scholarship examinations only at
Toronto. Surely the fear is unfounded.
It cannot be that the authorities of the
University would think for a moment of
taking this retrograde step. Those who
strove long and bard to obtain this reason-
able concession for outside students would
be very sorry, no doubt, to see it taken
from them on so trivial a pretext. We say
this, not because the irregularities were
not bad in theinselves, but because it surely
must, be possible to put an end to the
practices complained of in some simpler
way, without punishing the many innocent
for the sake of the few guilty.

THE city Model Schools, in connection
with the Normal Schools, should surely be
mnade models in every respect of what a
good school ought to be. And yet we are
told that in the Toronto Model School
there are classes of nearly sixty pupils
all huddled in one rooni and taught
by a single teacher. Every educator
knows, or should know, that it is sinply
impossible for one teacher to teach effi-
ciently sixty pupils. Half that number
is quite enough to test the capacity of the
best teacher. Receiving as it does a band-
soie income front the fees paid by pupils, in
addition to its other sources of revenue,
there is no sufficient reason why the
Model School should thus do injustice to its
patrons and set a pernicious example
before other sclools which are expected to
take pattern by it. If dt cause is lack of
acconmodation, the Province is surely rich
enough to add a few more rooms and
teachers. If not it should decline to re-
ceive more pupils than can be properly
accommnodated and taught.

WE are glad to know that the Toronto
Froebel Society is actively engaged in the
work of discussing and diffusing Kinder-
gar ten principles. This Society has a wide
field of usefulness before it. The Froebel
Society, which was formed twenty years
ago in England, has been the means of

Vol. VII.

No. 14.

doing a great work and has become an in-
fluential factor in the educational progress
which lias been so marked in the Mother-
land during the last few years. The first
Froebel Society was formed there in 1874.
Not till after thirteen years of patient
work was the National Froebel Union
formed for examination and other pur-
poses, by the Froebel Society and some
other Kindergarten Associations which had
sprung up in the meantime. It is interest-
ing to note the rapid rate of increase in the
number of candidates for certificates. In
1887 there were seventy-two entries; in
1889, one hundred and sixty-nine; in 1891,
two hundred and thirty-one; in 1892,
three hundred and four, and this year
there will be, it is thought, not far short of
tive hundred. These figures will-give some
idea of the rapidity with which the work
bas expanded. If the Toronto Society can
enulate the progress of the pioneer society
in the Mother Country it will soon become
a power in educational affairs.

TOUCHINO the question of methods, we
are constrained to remark upon a lesson in
Geography which we reprint from the
Popular Educator, in our " Methods " de-
partment. The lesson has some good points
and, seeing that the matter to be taught is
to a large extent arbitrary, that is, is an
artificial system constructed by geographers
for purposes of location and measurement,
it is not easy, perhaps not possible, to apply
the inductive method more completely than
the writer of it has done. The feature of
it on which we wish to comment is the
manner in which the maxim, " Make every
answer a full statement," is applied. Take,
for instance, the following:

"T. Into how many parts have you
divided the quadrant?"

"P. I have divided the quadrant into
fifteen parts."

"T. What is each fourth portion of the
circumference ? "

"P. Each fourth portion of the circum-
ference is a quadrant."

Whaf can be more wearisome to a bright
pupil that to be required to repeat in this
parrot-like fashion the words of the ques-
tion in every answer? What good end is
to be accomplished by it ? Is it anything
but a waste of time and a weariness to the
flesh? Is it not unnatural and contrary
to the usage of speech in every language?
Can any one show us any good reason why
"Into fifteen parts," and " Each fourth por-
tion," would not answer every educational
requirement ?

NO. 14-
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English,
All articles and communications intended for this

department should be addressed to the ENGLISH EDIToR,
EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL, Room 20, 11V, Richmond Street,
Toronto.

TEACHING ENGL1SH IN THE
HIGH SCHOOLS.

PERHAPS, before explaining my present
methods, I should explain the process by which
I attempted to follow our great teacher, in order
that others may profit by my experience. When
I began to teach literature, the ordinary text-
book describing the development of English
literature from the early time to the present was
put into my hands. I had been through the
same process as a student, but without interest,
nor could I interest my class in that text-book.
Copions extracts were given, but I found that it
was very much like selling goods by sample-
the sample did very well as far as it went, but
every one would like to see the whole piece be-
fore purchasing. Determined to get at the
bottom of the matter, I tried a new scheme with
my next class. I gave them lectures upon the
history of literature, discarding the text-book
altogether, but requiring them to take notes
which thev were to write out in a note-book.
In connection with this work, we read a few
masterpieces in full. I found that I was now
on the right track. The interest was even more
marked than I bad expected. As I was prepar-
ing the work for the next class, it occurred to
me that hure might be the solution of the essay
problem, which had much troubled me as a
student in both school and college, as well as
since I began to teach. Accordingly I incor-
porated the essay plan in the general literary
scheme for the next year, asking the students
to write up the works which we read in class.
Some of the work doue was very creditable, and
I found that I had gained two points-the inter-
est and attention were much better than before
and the essays were written without complaint.
Of course these suceesses encouraged me to
proceed with my investigations. Every year I
added some new point until I reached the
mcthod which I now employ. After thoroughly
testing it, I feel confident that I make no mis-
take in recommending it to those who have no
butter, while I shall bu perfectly delighted to
learn from any one who can suggest an im-
provenent. Briely, then, my plan of procedire
is as follows:

I divide the work into two portions, which I
call ontside work and class work respectively.
For the former I give, at the beginning of the
year, a representative list of the best works of
the present century, including fiction, essay,
history, and biography, nunbering perhaps 300
volumes. This is followed at intervals during
the year by lists from preceding centuries until
eacb student is in possession of a fairly repre-
sentative list of books in our literature. Eacli
student is expected to read one work per month
and to write an essay upon it, in the course of
which she is to answer a series of questions,
which will bu explained later. For the class
work I have found it advisable to devote a few
moments at the beginning of each recitation to
the reading and discussion of one or two of
the essays. The remainder of the time is de-
voted to reading inasterpieces from the poets,
During the year we find time to read Chaucer's

Prologue," one canto of the - Fairie Queene,"
Milton's " Short Poems," Pope's I Rape of the
Lock," two or three of Shakespeare's plays,
" The De Coverley- Papers," with short poems
fron Burns, Shelley, Byron, Keats, Tennyson,
and Brownig. This list admits of great varia-
tion fron year to year, authors being added or
subtracted as occasion may arise.

Having given the general ouline of my
nethod of teaching English I will now explain a

lttle more fully the details of the plan. I begin
with the present century, because I find that it
is casier to keep up the interest by working
backwards than to begin with the earliest
period. Unless we can arouse an interest in

the work, the work has no lasting effect in the
formation of character. I find that the "Out-
side Work," treated in the manner described in
the preceding paper, has proved so inspiring
that some of my students have read and written
up nine works during a term of thirteen weeks
instead of three, the number required. The
essays, when properly arranged and indexed,
form a very valuable collection for future refer-
ence. More than this, they help to form the
habit of writing logically and concisely, and to
make essay writing a pleasure, as it should be.

As a sample of the questions to be answered
in the essays niay bu taken the following list,
to which I attach explanatory notes, indicating
by italics the questions given to the students.
Of course this list admits of endless variations,
and is only one of those which I have found
useful.

1. Author, i.e., the author's name, dates of
birth and death, with names of chief contem-
poraries.

2. Sketch, in a very summary manner, any
important events in the author's life.

3. Title of work to be reviewed.
4. Department, i.e. state whether the work

falls under the head of history, fiction, biogra-
phy, etc.

5. Classify the work in its own department,
as for example in fiction state whether romantic,
realistic, historical, critical, novel of character,
etc.

6. Style, giving only the essential elements.
7. State whether the book has any distinct

purpose, any great ethical lesson to teach, to
expose any wrong, or merelv to amuse, etc.

8. Analyze, but in a very sumnary manner.
9. Criticism and Comment. This question may

mean an infinite variety of things, and I think
it best at first to limit definitely the scope of the
answer to a few points sueh as-Bas tife pur-
pose been consistently carried ont P Has the
author a firn grasp of bis subject ? Is he sin-
cere or effective ?-gradually increasing the
limits according to the ability of the students.

10. Compare with other works read.
11. Quotations. These should be carefully

selected, and should bu made to illustrate, more
even than the analysis. the character of the book
under discussion.

In class work care should be taken to select
well edited works, but those containing the
fewest notes, explanatory and critical. It seems
to me that copions notes and explanations are a
hindrance rather than a help in class work.
The life which is in the text needs to bu absorbed
directlv from the work itself, not through the
medium of explanatory notes. Such" notes
may show the learning and industry of the
annotator, but there can bu no doubt that they
encourage indolence and dependence on the
part of pupil. If words are not understood it does
the pupil good to consult the dictionary, and if
the meaning is not self-evident a little study will
make the pupil self-reliant. For example, last
term my class read Hamilet, and the edition
which most of the students had was profusely
annotated. As we read the play, I found it
quite diflicult to concentrate the attention of
the class upon the thought of Shakespeare in-
stead of upon the interpretations of the annota-
tor. When, at last, I succeeded in weaning
them from their notes, the study of Shakespeare
became a source of constantly increasing
deliglht. The problems proposed, studied, and
discussed, gave roon for individual thought and
judgment. There will always bu a difference of
opinion upon such questions as, " Did the Queen
know that ber husband was guilty of his
brother's murder P " " Why did Hamlet practice
bis scheume of madness upon Ophelia first ?"
" What was the ghost P " etc., but each iember
eau back her opinion by what she considers
good. proof. I hold that it is no part of the
teacher's business, in such cases, to attempt to
settle the question. I consider that my pupils
are sensible beings and have as much right to
their opinions as I have to mine, and I make

them understand ny position. My duty is to
see to it that thev reach their conclusions logi-
cally and after examining both sides. As
teachers, we must give our own opinions only
as individuals, recognizing the force of all that
our pupils have said, never arbitrarily saying
that we are right, and that our pupils must
agree with us.

The essay work should bu carefullv attended
to and revised. A short discussion of the style
of the essay, or of the arrangement of the sub-
ject inatter, will furnish valuable hints to the
writer and to the whole class. For my own
part, I have found this method to give such sat-
isfactory results that I hope it may commend
itself to my fellow-teachers. Among the many
results which might bu mentioned I will name
only one. I have been very much interested in
noting the change which lias taken place in the
taste of my pupils. lu the list of works given
at the beginning of the year were some light
works. These were the first ones chosen, as a
matter of course. Soon, however, the students
began to find themselves interested in deeper,
more wholesome works, until I think they maY
safely be trusted to select their own books with
the certainty that they will enjoy the best. In
other words, to end where we began, this systeml
brings the pupil into sncb close contact with
the intellectual life-fountan that the germs of
life are sure to develop.

My plan for next year is to bring the "Out-
side Work" into all the classes, in connectiOl
with the history of the first two years and the
literature of the last two. -Colin S. Buell, in the
School Journal.

COMMON BLUNDERS.

A COUNTY superintendent in speaking of his
institute, told the Writer recently tbat he always
planned for a short recess " between every ex-
ercise." He doubtless meant between everY
two exercises, as I between " does not go well
with single things. The mistake is not an uI-
common one.

A teacher recently said, when speaking of the
government of bis school, " I treat every puPil
alike." Alike what P You cannot treat One
pupil I alike," and " every " indicates that theY
are taken separately. He meant to say that he
treated all pupils alike.

A teacher recently said that he believed tbat
"every pupil should have the saine chance.
This is a blunder of the same kind as the above.
He meant that all pupils should have the sane
chance. " Every " is a distributive adjective
and indicates that the objects to which it refers
are to bu taken separately.

" Now."-Many teachers use this little word
"now" many more times than they need tO'
They are in the habit of unconsciously begiL-
ning every explanation and many of their seon-
tences with it. The writer recently heard au
institute worker use it fory-seven times in 8
single talk " Now," this detracted much front
the value of the exercise.-Indiana School joUr'
nal.

THE teacher's success nay bu measured by
the degree in which he can bring bis scholars
to inake exertions absolutely without aid.--''r
Temple.

THE primary principle of education is tie
determination of the pupil to self-activity--the
doing nothing for him which he is able to do
for himself.-Sir Wm. Hamilton.

AL. learning is self-teaching. It is on the
working of the pupils own mind that bis Pro'
gress in knowledge depends. The gret bus
ness of the master is to teach the pupil to teac
himself.-Anon.

THE teacher must not attempt to think ad
speak for the pupils, nor to consider bis Own
work is skilfully done, when he bas made easY'
by explanations, whatever is assigned to
performed,-. W. Dickinson.
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Copespønde;nee,
To the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SiR,-On page 184 of the last issue of your
excellent journal I find an entertaining and
useful paper by Mr. C. A. Chant, bearing the
title. "Common Errors in Physics," in which
he very good naturedly points out a few of the
worst mistakes made by students at the last
examination. I remember doing something of
the same sort myself a few years ago. and " a
fellow-feeling makes us wondrous kind." I
remember even quoting an answer that could
parallel the one Mr. Chant bas extracted for our
amusement, which declares that "the specific
gravity of iron is 415 pounds to the square inch,
etc., etc." All this, by Mr. Chant, was in excel-
lent taste; done in the interests of pupils and
teachers, and cleverly done.

In one sentence, however, Mr. Chant exposes
himself to a counter stroke on the part of the
candidates who had to face the papers of which
he is writing in such a happy vein. I refer to
this sentence :-" It was easily discovered that
very many failed to see the necessity of the
double time-phrase used in describing accelera-
tion." Now, on behalf of the students, I would
like to ask Mr. Chant a few suggestive ques-
tions, and I hope he will find it convenient to
answer them in the same graceful and pleasing
style that becomes bis pen so well in bis treat-
ment of the students' answers. For bis con-
venience I will number them carefully and put
only one question under each number, without
any riders.

1. Do you know the gentleman who set the
questions in Physics at the Departmental Ex-
aminations, 1898?

2. Was this gentleman aware that the Stud-
ents in the Public and High Schools are pro-
hibited under penalty from using any books
except those authorized by the Department of
Education ?

8. Did he know that the Hi.gh School Physics
is the only book authorized on the subject .

4. On what page of that book does this " double
time-phrase " occur ?

5. Is Elementary Mechanies, by Loudon and
Chant, an authorized text-book?

6. On what page of that book may a student
learn " the necessity of the double time-phrase ?"

7. What is the usual effect upon a junior
student of clothing a question in technical
language that the student has never seen in
print before ?

8. What penalty would you propose to inflict
Upon an examiner who disregard s the conditions
and circumstances of the candidates, and draws
up bis questions from a lofty ideal of what
ought to be rather than from the practical view
of what actually is ?

9. Are you aware that each half-year every
head-master signs a declaration that he has not
used Loudon and Chant's Mechanics, Magnus'
Mechanics, nor any other book not mentioned
in the official list of Circular 14?

10. In studying the action of examinations,
bas it come to your knowledge that the small
item herein considered is only a specimen of
what the students have to face on several
Papers each year, and that some of the Depart-
mental Examiners each year deliberately use
technical expressions not to be found in any
authorized book, or set ambiguous questions and
Subsequently bemoan the ignorance of the can-
didates and perhaps openly denounce the incom-
Petency of their teachers ?

Yours truly, CELO.

SMALL SALARIES.
To the Editor of the EDUcATIONAL JOURNAL:

SiR-In the JOURNAL of November 1st, I
noticed a few lines by "Smike" on the important
guestion of "Teachers' Salaries." Who is to blame
'or the lamentable state of affairs he speaks of?
Teachers and Inspectors of course. Such cases
should be reported at once. No School Board
can claim a Government grant if it does not
Comply with the Government Regulations, con-
s.quently, boards employing non-certificated
teachers must dismiss them or lose the grant.

There is, however, a deeper and more common
cause of unfair competition. The Education
Department gives the power to Inspectors to
extend the certificates of Third Class teachers
Who hold a Junior Leaving (Second Class) Cer-

tificate. This power is often abused. I have
seen certificates extended when theie was no
necessity for it, at a time when hosts of qualified
teachers were out of employment. Certificates
should be extended only when there is a scarcity
of teachers, and we should see that this law is
repealed. It puts Inspectors in a very awkward
position sometimes, as it is difficult te refuse
to extend Mr. B's certificate to day because there
is no scarcity when Mr. A's has been extended
only a few days since. There bas been no
scarcity in the ranks of Third-Class Teachers
for a number of years, therefore the provision
for extending these certificates is uncalled for
and should be repealed.

The introduction of a Fifth Class in Public
Schools may be hailed as a step in the right
direction. Teachers should convince parents
that as they are saving them the expense of a
year's course at the High School, they can well
afford to increase their remuneration for the
additional work. No teacher should undertake
this extra work for the salary he was paid be-
fore. High School teachers will not take smaller
salaries for being relieved of part of their
labors, so why, should Public School teachers
shoulder the extra burden for the sane pittance
they were receiving before.

A. WEIDENHAMMER,

Waterloo Central School.

SLATE BLACK-BOARDS.
To the Editor of the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL:

SIR,--Attention has been called to the fact that
light is reflected from slate boards in an injur-
ious manner. One city superintendent informs
the writer that he bas been compelled to lessen
the amount of work to be copied from the board.
A County Superintendent writes that be cannot
sit in a certain High School, without experienc-
ing ainful sensations, if he faces the slate
boards.

Have other teachers observed the same? Is a
slate board more trying to the eyes than slated
surfaces ? Is a slated surface to be preferred to
a true slate board ?

Will not superintendents and teachers who
care for the general health of the children in
their charge, and especially for the eyesight of
the children, communicate with the subscriber
in reference to this matter? Answers to the
questions are earnestly solicited. Address

DR. GEO. G. GROFF,
Lewisburg, Pa.

For Fridctg fftcn00,.
IT was only a sunny smile,

And little it cost in the giving;
But it scattered the night
Like morning light,

And made the day worth living.
Through life's dull warp a woof it wove
In shining colors of hope and love;
And the angels smiled as they watched above,

Yet little it cost in the giving.

It was only a kindly word,
A word that was lightly spoken;

Yet not in vain,
For it stilled the pain

Of a heart that was nearly broken.
It strengthened a faith beset by fears,
And groping blindly through mists of tears
For light to brighten the coming years,

Although it was lightly spoken.

It was only a helping hand,
And it seemed of little availing;

But its clasp was warm,
And it saved from harm

A brother whose strength was failing.
Its touch was tender as angel wings;
But rolled the stone from the hidden springs,
And pointed the way to higher things,

Though it seemed of little availing.

A smile, a word, or a touch,
And each is easily given ;

Yet either may win
A soul from sin,

Or smooth the way to heaven.
A smile may lighten the failing heart,
A word may soften pain's keenest smart,
A touch may lead us from sin apart-

How easily either is given!

Question DP¢twcP.ý
A.F.-The new drawing book for use in High

Schools will not be ready till January.
A.R.L.-The Canadian Year Book will give

you full information, in tabulated form, with
regard to Canada's foreign trade. There is, so
far as we are aware, no means of obtaining
accurate information in regard to intercolonial
trade, for the reason that there are no inter-
provincial custom bouses, and consequently no
official records.

A E.S.-t. No work is mentioned in circular
No. 3 as a text-book or basis for composition
in the Public School Leaving Examination If
you have not this circular write for it to the
Education Department.

2. Will some reader of the JOURNAL kindly
give, at the request of A E S., an ourline of the
railway system of Ontario, as required for
Entrance work.

E E R.-I Charlie's Wain, or Charles' Wain,
or Ursa Major, or the Plough, for it is known
by all these appellations, is the most prominent
constellation to be seen in these northern lati-
tudes. Seven of its stars are particularly con-
spicuous, and are arranged in a form resembling
a dipper, which is another naine for the con-
stellation. You will no doubt recognize it by
one or another of these names. It is conspicuous
in the northern sky on any clear night.

2. By "the purple glen " Tennyson indicates
a glen covered with the purple heather.

3. No. Inch Cape, or Bell Rock, is on the east
coast of Scotland, nearly opposite the Firth of
Tay.

E.E.L. writes :-I have a number of persistent
late-comers attending my school. The fault lies
partly with the pupils and partly with parents.
I have tried the "natural punishment," by de-
taining them the number of minutes late but
to no purpose. If I take strict methods I shall
only succeed in arousing the opposition of par-
ents. Kindly lay the matter before your readers
to get their opinions of best method of curing
the habit. My school is large and the late pupils
are a source of great annoyance.

We shall be glad to hear from teachers who
have tried various methods, in regard to those
which they have found most successful. The
following is the answer recently given by the
N.Y. School Journal to a similar question :

"1. Make the opening exercises so interesting
that all will want to be present.

2 Have something going on before nine that
will interest all. Read aloud a fascnating
story whose continuation all will b- anxious te
hear. Begin this story during school hours so
as to catch the initial interest of those who
would otherwise miss the first chapter and per-
haps care little for the rest in consequence.
Announce that, as school time is precious, you
will continue the reading at a quarter before
nine o'clock every morning.

3. By talks with pupils in class and with
certain individuals in private, make the impor-
tance of punctuality felt. Go through all the
educational papers yon have at hand and glean
all there is on this subject-stories of the pune-
tual and the non-punctual; talks with pupils;
maxims for exercises in penmanship and for
blackboard memory gems, etc. The newspaper
will furnish useful material occasionally.

4. Appeal to the parents in some pleasant
way. Personal calls are the best means of
inducing a helpful disposition in the parents
and a recognition on their part of their respon-
sibility in such a matter as tardiness. Write
pleasant little notes such as the following :
" My dear Mrs.-: Johnny tells me that .you
take an interest in bis progress at school. His
weak point is tardiness. If you can belp him
to correct this fault you will assist him not
only toward the better accomplishment of bis
school work, but toward the formation of a
habit that it is most important he should ac-
quire while quite young. Success in life de-
pends very materially upon the habit of punc-
tuality. But I need not impress this fact upon
vou. Let us help each other to impress it upon
'Johnny."

5. Give reward cards for punctuality. stating
that "Johnny - bas been tardy for -
days" Yeu may have pupils who can print
these cards for you, or exercise a gift for fine
penwork upon them. Call on your pupils for
all the belp they are capable of rendering.

6. If you have been cross, try kindness. Win
your pupils and you do wonders with them."
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PRACTICAL EDUCATION IN THE
SCHOOLS.

W HATEVER a public school educa-
tion may or may not be expected to

do, it surely is not too much to expect that
it should at least help rather than hinder
its possessor in the struggle for daily
bread. This struggle is, for the great
mass of mankind, terribly real. There is
no escape from it. Nature's law is inex-
orable; her conscription, well nigh univer-
sal. Even the few who come into the
world with golden spoons in their mouths
have no guarantee that they shall be per-
petually fed fron them. The proverbial
facility with which riches take to them-
selves wings receives fresh illustrations
every day. It would seem that in the
ever increasing crush and grind of modern
commercial and industrial life, the tenure
of property is becoming more and more
insecure. Those of the wealthy and
aristocratie who see to it that none of
their children grow up without the know-
ledge of some useful handicraft or business
are wise in their generation. It is a sig-
nificant fact that the number of such is
constantly increasing. But, in any case,
those who are exempted, even for an un-
certain period, from the necessity for daily
toil of muscle or brain, are so few in pro-
portion to the whole that they are scarcely
worth being taken into the account.
They are but the exception which proves the
rule. The rule, the practically universal
law, is, "In the sweat of thy face," or in

other words, by some forth-putting of
daily effort, "shalt thou earn thy bread."

Nor is it necessary for the present pur-
pose to inquire whether the law of labor
is becoming more or less severe in its pres-
sure as the years inove on. Applied
science and practical ingenuity bave done
much by simplifying laborious processes,
inventing labor-saving machines, and pres-
sing the lower animals and the giant
forces of nature into the service of the
human toiler. One result is tbat work is
carried on on a scale so vast, its products
poured forth in a volume so enornous, as
would have been alnost beyond concep-
tion fifty years ago. But, then, tbe num-
ber of hands and brains to be emnployed,
and of mouths to be fed, is also increasing
with great rapidity. Whether the ratio of
increase in the latter case is fully equal to
that in the former, it is hapl to say. We
may hope not. Something bas beenu ac-
complished, in certain directions at least,
in the way of reducing both the hours and
the severity of the daily toil. This is truc
especially of the kinds of labor which are
usually performed by men. The condition
of millions of female workers, too, has
been greatly ameliorated, though it would
sometimes seem as if they failed to reap
their share of advantage fromi the material
progress of the age. The conditions of
modern progress seem sometimes lut to
add to the toils and cares of domestie
management, and so to make woman's
work more rather than less exhausting.
The dream of poets and philanthropists,
finely expressed somewhere by Shelley, of
the good time conung when the work-
weary sons of nien shall be so far eman-
cipated from the slavery of perpetual toil
as to find time to think, and when the
"fine and exquisite spirit of woman "
shall undergo a like happy deliverance,
approaches its realization but slowly,
though there seems as yet n1o reason to
despair of at least a "springing and ger-
minant " fulfilment.

Such being the normal destiny of the
great mass of boys and girls in our public
schools, it surely would be tbe grossest
unwisdom to take no account of it in our
systems of education. To develop ability
to hold their own in the race, and to
grapple successfully with the difficulties
which meet them on every band, nay not
be the highest end of an ideal school sys-
tem, but it should be one of the first. If
it can be shown that the methods by
which this object can Le more effectually
gained are in direct line with those best
adapted to secure other and higler educa-
tional results, the argument will be com-
plete.

How, then, can the children in the

sehools be best trained for the humbler,
sterner, yet most imperative duties of
coming life ? The occupations and pur-
suits of after life are infinite iii variety,
the tastes atnd capacities of the individual

pupils are no less infinite. Any attempt
to give all or any a special training for
special employments would therefore be
hopeless. All that can be wisely attempted
is to cultivate and sharpen to the fullest
possible extent those faculties which will
be called into play as soon as the actual
business of life is entered upon. First il
order anongst these are the physical or-
gans. The future occupations of the great
majority will of necesity be chiefly manual.
Success in any manual employmuent de-
nands training of the hands and of the

perceptive powers. One of the great
defects of the average public sehool in
the past has been that this first and most
essential part of education lias been almost
conpletely neglected and ignored. The de-
feet, especially so far as the bands are con-
cerned, is, of course, in many cqes partially
supplied in the play-ground and at the home.
Boys in the country generally learn to
handle tools of varions kinds with dexterity.
Girls get a valuable training in the
kitchen, the dairy, the sewing-room, etc.
There is little need of turning the school
into a workshop for the benefit of such.
But with the na,jority of the children in
the towin and city the case is very dif-
ferent. There are no farm-yards, no gar-
dens, no stables, no work-shops for the

boys; too often no knitting, sewing,
kneading and other domnestic duties for
the girls.

Again the country boys and girls are in
constant communication with the outside
world ; they ramble in fields aid woods.
Plants, grasses, flowers, shruib, trees,
beasts, birds, insects, streams, hills, forests
are familiar objects from infancy.
The great book of nature in all its
variety is constantly spread out before
them. They are unconsciously turning its
pages and conning its lessons, and by the
process training and strengthening their
own perceptive faculties. To a large ex-
tent city children are deprived of all these
educational influences, and too often the
beneficial effects of such, even in the coun-
try, are rather neutralized than utilized

by the school training. Just here, then,
we touch a very grave defect in our
schools as they have usually been in the
past. Nature is always the best teacher
of teachers. It is astonishing how per-
sistently we sometimes shut our eyes to
lier most valuable lessons.

Sone illustrations of the results of these
defective methods and the considerationl
of how they inay best be remedied mut1
be left for another paper.

Th-e Eduîcac-tionael JouýrnaL1.
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AN IMPRACTICABLE PROPOSAL.A T a recent meeting of the Board of
Public School Trustees of the City of

Toronto an animated discussion took place
on the following motion by one of the
Board: " That this Board in future employ
no teacher who is studying for any other
profession, or who intends to study for any
other profession than that of a school
teacher." Though this motion was not
supported, several members of the Board
spoke in favor of some restriction upon
teachers who are actively engaged in
studying for some other profession and
using the school as a stepping-stone for
that purpose. There can be no doubt that
the man or woman whose time and ener-
gies, out of school hours, are wholly de-
voted to preparation for some other pur-
suit, is not in a position to do the best
work as a teacher. There is, however,
some force in a remark made by one of the
trustees, to the effect that the teachers who
keep their minds bright by outside reading
do the best work in the schools. Certainly
were it a question between reading for
some other profession and not reading at
all, out of school hours, we should choose
the former. Anything is better than
mental stagnation. But as between the
teacher whose spare time is devoted to
preparing for some other profession, and
the one who reads widely with a view to
a better preparation for his work as a
teacher and for general culture, or better
still, perhaps, because lie enjoys good read-
ing, there can be no question which, other
things being equal, will make the best
teacher.

But, be that as it may, it is useless to
hope to remedy the evil, for such it un-
questionably is, of divided interest on the
part of a large proportion of those who are
engaged in teaching, by any such arbitrary
and mechanical method. In the first place,
the attempt to enforce such a regulation as
that proposed would lead to an inquisi-
torial examination into a teacher's plans
and purposes such as no school board or
other employer has any right to make.
The only question, apart from those per-
taining to character and conduct which
any such employer can ask without imper-
tinence, are those which relate to the quali-
fications of the person employed for the

position and the manner in which he per-
forms his duties. For a board of trustees
to undertake to say how a teacher in their
employ shall or shall not employ his hours
out of school, would be to intrude into
mnatters with which they have no concern.
No man or woman, with spirit enough to
nake an efficient teacher, would submit to

such interference with personal freedom for
a day.

In the second place, any such regulation,
even if it could be enforced, would leave
half of the schools in the land vacant, or
fill them with teachers of a very inferior
class. The number of persons with proper
educationalqualificationswho would be will-
ing, under existing circumstances, to engage
in teaching as a life work, would be utterly
inadequate to the demands of the schools.
Many of those who engage in it at the
outset as a stepping-stone to some other
profession may, it is to be hoped, become
so enamored of the work as to continue
permanently in the profession. But the
only way to secure permanence in a great
majority of cases is to so increase its emolu-
ments and other attractions that these
may bear comparison with those which
rule in other learned professions. Until
that can be done it is probable that a large
proportion of the best teachers available
will be those who devote a few years to
the work while preparing for other pur-
suits. Most of them are, happily, con-
scientious and energetie; many of them
clever and tactful.

SARCASM IN SCHOOL.

LING away from you the poisoned
1 shafts of sarcasm. They are for-

bidden in the humanities of school life."
So says some one whose words we should
like to fasten on the memory and conscience
of every teacher who is given to the unfair
and cruel practice. We say unfair and
cruel advisedly. Sarcasm bas its place and
use, but seldom or never are these to be
found in the school-room. In the relation
which subsists between teacher and pupil
sarcasm is an unfair weapon, because the
pupil cannot, without impertinence, reply
in kind. It is a cruel weapon because it
inflicts a painful wound upon a defenceless
victim. There is nothing which appeals
more powerfully to a truly generous
nature than to be placed in a position of
authority over those who are weaker than
himself. If there is any chivalry in a
man's nature, any graciousness in a
woman's, it should be called forth by the
relations which exist between them and
their pupils. They are, under the circum-
stances, his or lier inferiors, subordinates,
dependents. The teacher is, for the time
being, an absolute ruler. Such a position
is one which draws out the cruelty of
cowardice and the gentleness of true
nobility of soul.

We dwell for a moment upon the sub-
ject because there is some reason to fear
that too many teachers of children fall
readily into the use of this weapon. Some
cultivate it as a means of displaying a
smartness for which they might otherwise
fail to get credit. Some regard it, 'no
doubt, as a legitimate spur with which
to prick the sides of lazy children's intent,
and urge them on to effort. But, tried by

the true test of motive applied from with-
out, viz., the moral effect upon the heart
and *will of those to whom it is applied,
the remedy is, in nine cases out of ten,
worse than the disease. It leaves a wound
which rankles in the spirit, begetting bit-
terness, a sense of injustice, and often a
feeling of intense dislike and desire for
revenge. The writer well remembers the
keenness of the self-reproach from which
be suffered for days, after having on one
occasion, when he was just beginning to
teach, tried by the dulness of a young girl
of gentle manner and amiable disposition,
sneered at ber with a heartless sarcasm
which brought a flood of tears, and which
perhaps was never forgiven and forgotten
while she remained in school. He despises
himself still when lie recalls the circum-
stance. Hence his advice to the young
teacher who feels tempted to vent his
weariness or vexation in this way, " Don't
do it." Appeal to some better motive.

A REQUEST.

T HE next number of the JOURNAL, that
for December 15th, will be a special

Christmas number. Several pages, with a
neat and attractive cover, will be added,
appropriate illustrations interspersed, and
the Table of Contents made as varied and
attractive as possible. Among other
special attractions will be an illustrated
Christmas Story. These special features
will be in addition to, not in place of, the
usual practical contents of the paper.

We are gratified with the gradual
increase of our subscription list, but we do
not mean to be content until the paper is
practically in the hands of every teacher
in Ontario, and in those of a large pro-
portion of the teachers in the other Pro-
vinces and the Northwest Territories.
From the warm words of approbation we
are continually receiving from our readers,
as well as from the increase of our sub-
scription list, the requests for sample
copies, and the occasional inquiries of
teachers who seem hitherto not to have
known that such a paper is published for
their special benefit, we are inclined to
believe that pretty nearly all that is
wanting to enable us to accomplish our
aim, as above stated, is to have a sample
of the paper placed in the hands of
teachers who are not familiar with it. We
have therefore a special request to make
of our friends and subscribers. It is that
each one of them will, if possible, send us
by postal card immediately the name and
address of some one or more teachers who
are not at present subscribers, but who
might perhaps become such. To every
such address we will forward, gratis, a
copy of the forthcoming Christmas number.
Send us as many addresses as you please,
of those who, you think, would be helped
by the paper, and we will do our best to
supply each with a copy.

To teachers and others complying
promptly with this request we shall be
sincerely grateful.
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Spceecal Paper~s.
THE TOWNSHIP INSTITUTES OF

INDIANA.
FRED. BROWNSCOMBE, PETROLIA.

IT happened that the first rural school I
visited in this state was that of the chairman of
the Township Institute, who, during our con-
versation, mentioned that. the Institute met in
the High School. La Porte, the following Satur-
day, and invited me to attend, an invitation I
was very glad to accept. After the meeting I
called u on the County Superintendent. Mr. O. L.
Galbreth, who kindly furnished me with
manuals and outlines of the State, County, and
Township work. I was so favorably impressed
with the system that I cannot refrain from
attempting some description of its purpose and
work or t e readers of the JOURNAL, and from
hoping that we may in the future have it in a
modifled form in our own Ontario.

Briefly then, Township Institutes became in
1878 a legalized part of the school system of the
State of Indiana, and have since assumed an in-
creasing importance as a factor in its educa-
tional progress. Their purposes are: Pro-
fessional training and culture, the imparting of
a knowledge of the principles and methods of
teaching and school management, and the pro-
motion of the general culture and education of
its members; purposes almost identical with
those of our County Teacher's Institutes,

The work, however, proceeds on a different
method. To prepare a programme each month
similar to that of our County Associations
would require a serious amount of time and
labor, as those who have had this to do are
aware. On the other hand, to assemble without
a definite order of work would result in little
educational progress. Bi9th difficulties are
obviated by the use of printed outlines which
are prepared annually by acommittee of County
Superintendents. These contain for each day a
time-table, an outline of work in various sub-
jects, and uestions and outlines for discussion
from the ooks which constitute the reading
course for the year, those of the present year
being "De Garmo's Essentials of ethod," and
a volume containing a number of " Orations of
Burke and Webster."

I give below a time-table, 4 brief description
of a day's work and a portion of the outlines on
two subjects, from which it may be seen that a
year's attendance at the Institute really consti-
tutes a year's course in pedagogy and literature.

TIME-TABLE OF SECOND INSTITUTE, 1898-94.
10:00. OPENING EXERCISES.

ROLL CALL. Response, Quotation from
Longfellow.

10:20. Orations of Burke and Webster.
10:50. Recitation.

RECESS.
11:00. DeGarmo's Essential's of Method.
11:30. Spelling and Arithmetic.
12:00. NOON.
1:00. ROLL CALL. Grammar.
1:80. Physiology and Discipline.
2:00. Recitation.

RECESS.
2:10. Geography.
2:40. Assignment of duties. Adjournment.
After the opening exercises, when the roll was

called, each person named responded with a
quotation from Longfellow, a different poet
being quoted from at each meeting.

The first order of work on the time-table was
a discussion of a portion of Edmund Burke's
speech on " American Taxation," one lady
assuming the role of teacher and treating the
rest as a class, proceeding in the ordinary man-
ner of conducting a class in literature, with,
however, a considerable amount of discussion.
Then followed a paper with illustrations and
explanations, founded on "DeGarmo's Essen-
tials of Method," from these outlines:

APPERCEPTION OF INDIVIDUAL NOTIONS.
What it is and how it may constitute an anti-

dote for faulty teaching. Contrast apperception
with perception and show that in the act of
apperception old ideas in the mind become liv-
ing forces, capable of appropriating new ideas.
Show that it is the basis of understanding and
interest, a natural tendency of the mind and the
general plan upon which al1 studies are based.

Note its value in arranging topics in any
branch of study, and note that the princi le is
often violated and knowledge acquired y a

thoughtless memory drill. Show that it is
necessary for the teacher to revive old impres-
sions. Discuss fully (1) the preparation, and
(2) the presentation. Illustrate, using " The

hambered Nautilus " the preposition, the
pussy willow, the battle of Lexington, Web-
ster's "Dartmouth College Case.

Read section 5, page 50, and elaborate it.
Show that the recitation is not to test the
pupil's knowledge of the lesson - to see that it
has been thoroughly committed-but that it is to
guide the pupi to the interpretation of new

nowledge.
In this and the subjects that came after, the

same general plan was followed, namely, one
teacher read a short, explanatory paper •
another, the leader of the discussion asked and
answered questions, and all joined in giving
hints or facts from their experience or reading.

The subject in spelling was a discussion of the
work for the first four years.

In arithmetic, under the following outlines,
were discussed:
THE PROCESSES OF GREATEST COMMON DIVISOR

AND LEAST COMMON MULTIPLE.
1. Show how you would lead the pupil to see

in what respects the processes are alike.
(a) Indicate what value it is to teacher and

pupil to understand this.
2. What is the underlying principle of each

process ?
(a) Show how you would lead the pupil to see

this?
(b) To what stage of knowledge does the

determining of like and unlike characteristics
belong?

8. How is the common principle in the pro-
cesses related to addition, subtraction, multipli-
cation and division? Show how you would
leai the pupil to see this.

4. Show the large value of this common prin-
ciple in all arithmetical computation.

5. Illustrate each process concretely.
6. Show definitely the steps in the processes:

(a) Apperception : Preparation.
Presentation.

(b) The derivation of rules.
(c) The application.
See DeGarmo, pp. 62, 68, 75, 104, 105.
The grammar considered was " The Elements

of the Sentence," (subject, predicate and copula);
the phsiol y, "The Hard Framework of the
Body;' the iscipline, "Motives in Disciplining
Pupils ;" and the eography was "A Study of
the Home Region ;'the outlines in each subject
referring, of course, specially to the teaching of
that subject.

Finally, before adjournment, the chairman
nominated for each subject a teacher to read a
pa er and another to lead the discussion.

Ibelieve I mentioned before that the insti-
tutes were monthly. The State law enacts that
one Saturday in each month shall be, and two
may be, devoted to the Institutes, and further,
that each teacher shall attend the full session
of each Institute or forfeit one day's wa es.
and for each day's attendance a teacher sal
receive the same wages as for one day's teach-
ing, which law is likely to secure always a full
attendance.

Now concerning their value, these Township
Institutes, I believe, fill a gap which previously
existed in the Indiana educational system, and
which still exists in our Ontario system. True,
we have our County Institutes and our Pro-
vincial Educational Association, but they have
the same in Indiana, and a Teachers' Reading
Circle besides, with a membership of twelve
thousand, and yet the Township Institutes are
becoming more and more recognized as of educa-
tional value.

Our Provincial Association is a grand thing
for the profession, but its meetings can be
attended by but comparatively few, though of
course its influence extends beyond those.
Then again, the County Institutes in the four
days formerly at their disposal, though doing
much good work, left almost untouched a large
class of teachers, and now that the powers that
be have eut us down to two days without mak-
ing compensation in any other direction, they
wiH have still less influence.

The class I refer to are chiefly those third-class
teachers who intend to teach a time only as a
stepping-stone to something better (?), and who
have therefore little inclination to keep up any
professional reading or to exert themeelves in

any way for the elevation of the profession.
And again, young teachers very often do not
realize the benefits to be derived from the Insti-
tutes and pay but little attention to them. or are
too diffident to take any part in the programme,
feelin that it would be presumptuous for them
to rea papers before teachers whose experience
perhaps numbers as many years as theirs does
months.

Do not imagine that I am decrying our County
Associations. Far be it from me to do that.
I would much prefer an extension of their
powers, and am here merely drawing attention
to some defects which would not exist, or at
least not in so great a degree, were Township
Institutes a part of our educational system.

From what bas been said before it is seen
that where these prevail every teacher in a
township must do a certain amount of profes-
sional and high-class reading and of profes-
sional preparation, and therefore no teacher,
whether the possessor of a six month's license
or of a life certificate, can very well avoid a
professional advance of a greater or less degree,according to the earnestness of his purpose,
which in turn must benefit the schools, for the
life and growth of the schools are dependent on
the life and growth of the teachers.

Again, the number of teachers in a Township
(which does not include town or city teachers)
being small, usually from fifteen to thirty, all
will speedily be on terms of more or less inti-
mate acquaintance. Hence the meetings will be
less formal than the County Institute, there will
be more freedom of debate, difficulties and ob-
jections will be more readily explained, details
out of place in the larger Institute discussed
full , and the experience of the older and the
reading and experimenting of the progressive
teachers will influence to a far greater degree
than at resent the character of t e teaching in
rural schools. Further, these occur often enough
(onde a month) to materially help the teacher,
the young teacher particularly, t hroughout his
entire work. If he has his course planned out
for some time ahead, as he ought to have. he
may have his difficulties summed up beforehand
for explanation at the Institute, after which he
may teach with much more confidence and
therefore success.

Socially considered, these gatherings, offering
as they do the means of personal acquaintance
to the teachers of a Township, are pleasant
affairs. This. however, would be a minor pointwere it not that all such assemblies help very
largely in the cultivation of a professional
spirit, which assuredly is a most necessary re-
quirement among teachers.

One more point and I am done. It is that the
Township Institute will play an important partin increasing the usefulness and success of our
County Institutes. Various subjects for papersand discussion, resolutions to be brought for-
ward, County promotion work, and a hundred
other things will be discussed, and much will
pass through the preparatory stages, leaving
the County Institute free to transact more busi-
ness and its members better fitted for taking
part in its work.

Why is it that the teachers of every city and
large town have teachers' organizations of one
kind or another, while the rural teachers, whose
needs, through youthfulness and inexperience,
are greatest, have none. Is it not partly be-
cause the exerience of the urban teacher has
taught him t h e necessity of these organizations,
and the same experience has given him the
power to supply the necessity, whereas the rural
teacher is ignorant of both his wants and of the
means of providing for them, in which case, as
in this State, the remedy lies in legislative
action.

THE NEW EDUCATION.
FROM THE WEEK OF Nov. 17.

IN the November number of the Populalr
Educator, an educational monthly published in
Boston, Mass., Dr. McLellan, Principal of the
Ontario School of Pedagogy, has a trenchant,
almost merciless exposure of the fallacies con-
tained in a previous article in the same journal,
f rom the pen of a professor of method in Cook
County Normal School. We have not seen the
article criticised, but the positions tàken as
quoted and exposed in Dr. McLellan's article
verge so closely upon the absurd that the onîy
wonder seems to me to be that the writer
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such "bosh," if we may borrow a word from
his own vocabulary, should occupy such a posi-
tion, and have access to the columns of a popu-
lar educational paper. It is not likely that
many of our readers would care to follow the
metaphysical intricacies of such a discussion.
Merely by way of justifying our characteriza-
tion of the article which Dr. MeLellan so vigor-
ously assails, we may venture to make a short
quotation from it, as given by hini :

Division is dividing a number into a num-
ber of equal numbers, as how many four apples
in twelve applesP I say three jour apples. I
express it thus: 12 apples-4 apples=3 (four
apples)." Again : -How many hats at $4 each
can I buy with $12? I say as many bats as
there are $4 in $12, which are three four dollars.
Here my dividend is dollars, rpy divisor is dol-
lars, and my quotient is three four dollars."
Once more: "I have 2-4 of a pie ; to how many
boys can I give 1-2 pie? In division the divi-
dend and divisor must have the saine name.
Now, we have 2-4÷2-4=1. Surely not one
whole pie, but one half pie."

Having been carried thus far on this strange
road, the reader will not be surprised to find
among the inferences drawn by this original
thinker such as the following: (1) In division
the divisor and dividend have the saine naine.
The quotient is concrete. (2) In division the
quotient always equals the dividend. (3) The
divisor cannot be greater than the dividend.
(4) The divisor can never be an abstract
number.

In these progressive times we old fogies, who
have left our school days a score or two of
years behind us, are often humiliated by hear-
ing fron some juvenile mentor that a fact or
principle in grammar, or mathematics, or
science, which was most carefully impressed
upon our minds, possibly by means of well-
remembered physical experiences, is not a fact
or a principle at all, but bas long since been
discovered to be a stupid mistake or a grievous
fallacy. Discoveries of this kind, though pain-
ful, are sometimes salutary. and we shall there-
fore leave such of our readers as care to recall
so much of their boyhood or girlhood arithmetic
as may be necessary to enable them to appreci-
ate the foregoing, face to face with the new
theory, without giving them the consolation of
Dr. McLellan's refutation of it and defence of
the old-fashioned notions.

We refer to the matter, not to take part in
the discussion between the professor of methods
and bis redoubtable adversary, but to
call attention in a tentative way to the
general subject of educational methods-a
subject which, in contrast with the in-
tense interest which it might naturally be
expected to possess for every citizen, and es-
pecially for every parent, reeeives an astonish-
ingly small share of public attention. We think
it is Herbert Spencer who somewhere notes the
strange fact that, while one cannot be long in
the company of almost any man, from the
squire at bis country seat to the amateur dog-
fancier at bis desk, or Hobbs in bis Sunday
clothes, without hearing some opinions in re-
gard to the training of animals, you may wait
long enough before you will hear any of them
Ventilating their ideas touching the training of
ehildren. A singular fact, is it not, when we
remember that the training of children during
the years of school-life is the pivot upon which
the future history and destiny of the world will
turn.

The few who do pay some attention to educa-
tional matters hear a great deai in these days
about the New Education. We are not sure
that we quite understand what is meant by the
termu. We are not very sure 'that any two
Persons of those who most frequently use it,
inean the same thing by it. We infer from
some incidental allusions to Col. Parker, who is
regarded by many as the apostle of the new
educational gospel, that Dr. McLellau does not
believe in the New Education, and that he bolds
it primarily responsible for such absurdities as
those which be handles so severely in the

article before us. Now we confess that, as we
understand it, we do believe in the New Edu-
cation. It may yet fall far short in its princi-
ples and methods of an ideal standard, but it
certainly is butter than the old. We under-
stand, for instance, that it aims te substitute
intellectual for mechanical processes in the
school; to appeal to the natural love of discov-
ery and delight in mental activity, rather than
to the fear of the rod, or -even the hope of re-
ward, as incentives to effort; to teplace dog-
matism with induction. For instance, in the
old school-house which fills so large a place in
the memories of most of us, the text-book in
arithmetic was put into our bands and we were
told to first learn the rules, and then follow
them in the solution of the examples. If any
principles were enunciated we were expected to
accept them on authority. In no case, so far as
we can remember, were we permitted to taste
the delight of discovery. The New Education,
as we understand it, requires the teacher to
throw aside the text-book at the outset upon a
new voyage of discovery; to state the problem
in a formn suited to the capacity of the learner ;
and to leave him to reason out the solution with
just the minimum of help necessary to save him
from failure. His stimulus is bis innate love of
discovery and bis natural delight in the exercise
of mental power. His reward is the conscious-
ness of power successfully applied. A further
educational gain is the certainty that what he
bas once doue be can do again, that he has
acquired a knowledge as well as developed a
strength which he cannot lose through any
failure of memory. Then he is led on step by
step from the particular to the general. The
essential element in the variety of individual
cases is discovered and a broad principle estab-
lished. By a similar method applied to the
analysis of a few familiar sentences. thegeneral
laws of grammar-that bete noir of the old-time
school-boy-are deduced, and the pupil is
delighted to find that the structure of language
is not only intelligible and comparatively
simple, but that, give him time enough, he
could by the same analytic process construct a
grammar for himself. No one who knows the
joy which the youthful mind feels in independ-
ent discovery and in the sense of power success-
fully applied, can doubt which is the natural
and true method in education. The New Edu-
cation, thus understood, bas shared the
common fate of successful innovations. It bas
been, to use a current expression, "run into the
ground." It bas been made the pack-horse for
a thousand trivialities, the sponsor for all kinds
of absurdities. Even now it is daily associated
in educational papers and school-room exer-
cises with needless simplifications, and endless
repetitions, and wearisome maunerisms, until it
is no wonder that educators become disgusted
with the whole business, and are tempted to
commit the injustice of fathering the whole
brood of absurdities upon the grand educational
method in whose name these absurdities
flourish. We could easily fill a page with
amusing illustrations, but the length to which
we have already run compels us to spare the
reader.

DR. McLELLAN AND THE NEW
EDUCATION.

To the Editor of the The Week:
SIR,-In your editorial referring to my

criticism of an article on the Theory of Division
by a professor of Method in a noted American
Normal School, you have, I think, drawn a
wrong inference as to my attitude towards the
New Education. You say that probably no two
persous agree as, to the exact meaning of the
terms. That is indisputably true, and so you
and I may appear to differ and yet be at one.
The New Education that I do not believe in,
and the New Education that you believe in, are
two totally different things. The principles
and methods which you so clearly state and
illustrate, as defining the New Education that
you defend, are not the principles and methods

of the New Education that I attack. Your
principles I accept, under, of course, their
proper limitations. But these principles are not
the discovery or even the re-discovery of the
canting evangelists of the (so-called) New Edu-
cation. In fact Col. Parker himself, who. as
you say, is regarded by many as the apostle
of the New Education, declares that " many, if
not most, of the principles and methods bave
yet to be discovered."

What I do not believe in, and what you, I
think, do not believe in, is the perfectly absurd
methods-methods at variance with both logic
and psychology-which are promulgated in the
naine of the New Education. The very princi-
ples and methods which I criticized, and which
you characterize as "bosh," emanated from a
training school which claims to be par excel-
lence the great representative of the New Edu-
cation, and the best exponent of the new --divine
philosophy " of education. The New Education
which I sometimes venture to criticize is not a
well ordered systei of rational principles, such
as yod clearly set forth; it is a mob of petty
devices and irrational methods which its
apostles proclaim as au infallible rubric for all
educational procedure. The New Education
with which I am at war is described by you
as something that "bas been run into the
ground "-involves " a thousand trivialities and
all kinds of absurdities "-abounds in - needless
simplifications and endless repetitions and
wearisome mannerisms." This New Education
bas been similiarly described by au equally able
American writer: " The movement had its
origin in sentiment, and its strength lies in the
fact of its vagueness ; wherever this sentiment
appears in any strength it tends to destroy the
school as it actually exists, but provides no
definite substitute for it; it counsels a violent
revolution instead of an equable evolution; it
employs the language of exaggeration and
appeals to prejudices and narrow views ; it
preaches absolute freedom and versatility, but
it is dogmatie in its utterances and authoritative
in its precepts; it represents an impulse to
abandon certain errors in practice, but rushes
blindly into errors of an opposite kind, and 80
is in direct opposition to normal progress."
This New Education as characterized by your-
self and by the ablest educational writer in the
United States, is the New Education which I
do - not believe in."

I am somewhat surprised that I should be
represented as not believing in the sound prin-
ciples of education, upon which your New Edu-
cation is based. But let that pass. Any mis-
understanding as to my views upon the New
Education is as nothing compared with the
fact that so influential a journal as The Week
is thoroughly sound on the philosophy and
methods of education ; and, what is of even
greater importance, is using its influence to
create a public interest in educational methods
-a subject which, as you remark, "receives an
astonishingly small share of public attention."

J. A. McLELLAN.

THE PUBLIC SCHOOL LEAVING
EXAMINATION.

AT the last meeting of the Lennox and Ad-
dington Teachers' Asso'ciation, after some dis-
cussion, a committee was appointed to report
on the question of High School Entrance and
Public School Leaving Examinations. The
Committee, of which Mr. N. A. Asselstine was
chairman, reported as follows:

(1) Resolved, that we, the teachers of Lennox
and Addington, in convention now assembled,
are convinced that the High School Entrance
Examination in its present requirements covers
sufficient ground for Public Sc h ool work.

(2) That in the interests of both Public and
High Schools, we recommend that the Public
School Leaving Examinations be abolished.

(3) That some means should be devised by
which candidates who make a high percentage
of the aggregate number of marks shall receive
some special mark of recognition.

(4) That a fuller representation on the Board
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of Examiners of High School Entrance candi-
dates be accorded to Public School Teachers by
allowing only those actually engaged in Public
School teaching to represent them as members
of such Examining Boards.

N A. AsSELSTINE.
R. R LENNoX.

Committee: P. D SHoREY.
E. N WAGAR.
N. E. HINCH.

Moved by Mr. Bowerman, seconded by Mr.
Hinch, that the report as given be considered
clause by clause. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Asselstine, seconded by Mr.
Ried, that clause one be adopted -Carried.

On motion clauses two and three were adopted
without discussion.

Clause four was discussed, and after being
amended was declared carried and the secretary
was instructed to send a copy of the resolutions
of the committee to the EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL
for publication, and also to transmit a copy
thereof to the Minister of Education.

Exami2ation Papers.
THE HIGH SCHOOL PRIMARY, 1893.

ALGEBRA AND EUCLID.

1. (a) Divide 4a2+4a(n-1)d+(n-1)2d2 by
2a+(n-1)d.

(b) Divide 1 -z 3 _y 3 - 3xy by 1 -X - y.
2. (a,) Show that the difference of the

squares of any two consecutive odd numbers
is equal to twice their sum.

(b) Prove that the cube of the sum of
any two positive numbers is greater than the
the sum of the cubes of the nunbers, bv three
times the sum of the numbers multiplied by
their product.

4. Solve the equations

(a) 2x+3 3x+4
5 6

(b) x+7) 2+(5-x)(x+5) = 36x.
4. (a) What is the price of bread per loaf if

an increase of 25 per cent. in the price would
reduce the number of loaves that could be pur-
chased for one dollar by two ?

(b) The breadth of a field is two-thirds of
its length ; if the breadth is increased by 100
yards, and the length diminished by the same
amount, the new area is equal to the old. Find
the length of the field.

5. (a) Factor z6 
-64; z 4 +Xzy 2 +y4.

(b) Show that z+y is a factor of
[(1 -rn)x+py]3 + [nx+(l - p)y]3 .

(c) Factor
16a 2 +4ab-4ac-12b 2 +17bc -6c 2 .

6. Simplify
(101)4 - (99)
(101)2+(99)2

(p - a) (p - b)

(a-b)(a-c) (b-c)(b-a)

(p - c)

+ (c- a)(c - b)
7. Define axiom, postulate, hypothesis.

State Euclid's postulates.

8. If two triangles have two angles of the
one equal to two angles of the other, each to
each, and one side equal to one side, namelv,
sides which are opposite to equal angles in
each, the two triangles are equal in all res-
pects.

Show that every point in the bisector of an
angle is equidistant from the sides of the angle.

9. If two angles of a triangle be equal to one
another, the sides subtending those angles are
equal.

Find a point on the given straight line AB
such that the distances from two given points
on the same side of and without AB shall be
equal.

If the given points be on a line at right

angles to AB, how must they be placed to
render the problem possible P

SOLUTIONS.

1. (a) The dividend is evidently the square
of the divisor. Ans., 2 - (n -1)d.

(b) 1 +x 2 +y 2 +xy -x. N.B. This
miay be written down vithouit actual division
if we remember that ( 3

+b +c-i -3abc) =
(a+b+c)(a2+b2+c' -ab -bc -cr).

2. (a) The. difference between the nunbers
is 2 ; and (x+2) 2 -x2 = 2(2x+2) = 2(sum).

(b) (a+b)p = ai+ba+3ab(a+b>).
3. (a) 6(2x+3) -5(3x+4) = 30 ; x 120>.

(b) 2 +14x+49+25-z- = 36x ; X = 3 .

4. (a) Let x = price of a loaf, in cents ; n
numuber for $1.

.*. nx = 100 cents, in the first case. In the
second case x = prive of a loaf, and this mul-
tiplied by the reduced nuber = 100 = nz, as
before. Therefore the reduced 'nnnber is 4n,

since 4 n.5x = nz. That is, the reduction is in
2; n = 10 ; price = 10c.

(b) Let 3x and 2x be the dimensions in
yards ; 6x- = area, ... 6 x 2  (3 x -100)(2x+100):
3x= 300 yards.

5. (a) (x+ 2 )(x-2)(x2+2x+4)(x2 2x+4);
(x2+Xy+y/2)(t y+ 2 ).

(b) a:+b is divisible by a+b. In this case
a+b = (x- m 0 +py) + (mæx+y-Py) = x+y.

(c) (4a-3b+2c)(4a+4b- 3c).
6. (a) Quotient = 1012-992 = (101+99)

(101-99) = 400.

(b) Restore the -ymmetry in the denoni-
nator by vriting a -b, b -c, c- a throughout ;
this makes each fraction negative. The nume-
rator of the suin is therefore
- (p -a)(b-c) -(p-b)(c -a)-( p-c)(a--b)
whichis -p[(b-c) + (c-a) + (a-b)] = 0.
+a(b -c)+b- a) +c(a -b) = 0 ; ;. Sui = 0.

7. No definition of an axioni will include the
proposition called axiom 12 in Euclid's sYstem.
See page 120, Sept. lst, for a discussion of this
so-called axiom upon which Euclidean geo-
netry rests. Sir Robert Ball holds a that this
proposition has never been proved and ne ver
eau be proved except by the somnewhat illogical
process of first asstuirg what is eqmivalent to
the sanie tiiniig." Excluding this twelft axion,
we may sav that an axioni is the statement of
a fundanental truth or belief which the mind
perceives to be true by direct iruition and
without the intervention of any analysis or
coniparison involving a chain of reasoning.
The truth is perceived innedately and not
nediately througlh the agency of some other
proposition which is known to be true. As
Webster puts it, "an axioi is, a self-evident
and necessary truth, or a proposition whose
truth is so evident at first sight, that no process
of reasoning or deinonstration can make it
plainer." The axionis are the logical units
from which the whole of our other knowledge
is, consciously ori unconsciouslv, constructed.
Thev form the link between every other science
and mental science. How do you know t/hat tihis
is truc ? What is truth ? Tîhese questions arise
at the end of every deionstration and every
scientific discussion. If the axioms assumed to
be true are in reality false, the whole stiper-
structure upon them iust fall like a house
built upon the sand. Such being the case the
importance of a careful scrutiny of every
alleged axioi is nanifest.

It is worthy of note that Euclid assumes
many other ftundamental axions besides the
twelve prefixed to his elenents ; sone of theni
inight be called physzcal axions, e.g. those
whiclh he naies postulates, and some rational
axionis, e.g. axioi 3. tor instance in . 1 lie
takes for grjnted that the two cireles wili (ut
each other in at least one point, lie takes for
granted that the circles iay be described no
inatter how great the radins ; lie takes for

granted that a triangle will resuilt, no matter
how sîmall the given line may be, etc. These
niay he called implicit axions as distinguished
froi the cxplicit axions that are distinctly
formulated. Arithmetic, algebra, physies,
chemistry, etc., niake use of axioms quite as
freely as geonetry docs, although they are
seldoi stated in foimal language. It ray be
noted that nearly all the mistakes made by our
plipils resolve themnselves into the tacit assump-
tion of false axioms, and that the thorough
correction of the error consists in exposing
these wrong assuniptions of something as self-
evident which is not in reality self-evident,
perhaps not truc.

8. The most satisfactory proof of this propo-
sition is obtained bv the method of superpo-
sitio.

9. Last case. It is evident the points must
be on opposite sides of AB.

CORRESPONDENCE, SOLUTIONS, ETC.
ELIZA RIDLEY, South Mountain, solved No. 68.
MARX DUNCAN (address not given), Nos. 92,

94, 95.
C. R. CLAPP, Waterford, No. 92.
ARTHUR E. SMITHERAM, No. 92.
E. MOSGROVE, Kirktield, 92, 93.
No. 92.-By MR. MOSGROVE.

Join centres of the 3 circles forming the
equil. A ABC. Those lines will pass through
the points of contact (III. 12). Now the
angles at B, A and C'are angles of 60° .». each
sector is 1 of area of circle.

Area of the 3 sectors is I area of a circle.
= rr

2 
x -= ' 

2 
x 12 

x

S1.571428 sq. in.
Stbtract froni this the area of the sectors and

the renainder will be the area of MPN, the
space enclosed by the circles, viz., .1606223 sq.
in. (nearly.)

No. 93.-By MR. MUSGROVE.
Call the first quantity A, the second B, and

use only the coefficients, thus :
A 1-7- 3- 5+42-34-21
B 1 -11+25+19-49 -21
C 1- 8+ 8-30+23+15
B 1 -11+25+19 -49 -21
D 3 -17- 49+72+36

3B 3 - 3 3 +25+57-147-63
D 3-17-49+72+ 36
E 16-124- 15+183+ 63

5D 15- 85--245+360+180
F ¯ - 39+260 -177 ̄ f117

3F 3 -117+780-531-351
D 3- 17- 49+ 72+ 36
G 100- 829+ 603+ 387

100F 100-3900+26000-17700 -11700
Il 3071+25397+18087+11700

30G 3000 - 24870 +18090+11610
K 71- 527- 3+ 90

100K 7100 -52700 - 300+ 9000
71G 7100 -58859 + 42813+27477

6159 j 6159 - 43113+18477
H. C. F. = - 7x - 3

TheE uainl
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No. 94,-By MARY DUNUAN.
First note of $187.25 is discounted for 39 days

at 70. .*. proceeds = 187.25 - Discount, which

is of 7of -2 = $1.40 $185.85.

Second note of $382.75 is discounted for84 davs
at 7 %. As above, the diseount is $6.17.

Proceeds = $382.75 -6.17 = $376.58.
$185.85 +376.b8 - $562-43 Ans.

No. 95-By MARY DUNCAN.
Required incone = $1000.
$100 of County Bonds purchased with $91 +
$911.

$6 income received by investing $911.
$1000 incone received by investing

1000x, of 911 = $15,208.33± Ans.

PROBLEMS FOR SOLUTION.
The following were sent by E. R., Newboro.
96.-Find the volume of the frustum of a

cone, the radii of whose ends are 7 ft. and
12 ft. 4 in. respectively and whose altitude is
9 ft.-No. 39, page 198, H. S. Arith.

97.-How many gallons of water will a cir-
eular vat contain that measures 12 ft. across the
bottom, 15 ft. across the top and 6 ft. deep.-
No. 96, page 202, Il. S. Arith.

98.-When first after 4 o'clock, will the
minute band be iidwav between the fig. IV
and the hour band.-No. 13, page 212, R1. S.
Ariih.

99,-A sum of money in two years, eomp.
int. added yearly, amounts to $648.96 the P. W.
of the sum for one year is $576. .1 Find rate
per cent. and sum.-No. 22, page 227, H. S.
Arith.

100.-The hour, minute and second bands of
a clock revolve on the same centre. When
first after 5 o'clock will the bour hand be mid-
vay hetween the other two.-No, 21, page 229,
H. S. Aritlh.

13øøh Notices, cte,

Any book here reviewed sent post-paid on receipt of
pice. Address THE EnUCATIONAI, JOURNAl, Toronto.

Logarithmic Tables, by Prof. G. W. Jones, of
Cornell University. Fourth edition, eigh-
teen tables, price $1.00.

This book should be on every teacher's desk.
The tables of prime and composite numbers,
squares, cubes, square roots and cube roots
alone are worth more than the price of the
book. G. W. Jones, Ithaca, N. Y.
Arithmetic ; a Manual of 100 Questions and

Answers, pp. 150, by PIof. W. A. Clark,
National Norial University. G. K. Hamil-
ton & Co., Lebanon, Ohio. 75 cents.

This is nat a text-book, but a catechism of
arithmetical facts and principles very briefly
discussed, a few model solutions, soine valu-
able facts in commercial arithmetic ; most
teachers would like to have it.

EVERY man who is educated at all must be
self-educate.-Mark Hopkins.

THE heart has eyes that the brain knows
nothing of.-Chtarles H. Parkhurst.

IT is what a pupil does himself, not what is
(loue for him, that educates him.-Payne.

THE child should be told as little as possible,
and induced to discover as much as possible.-
Spencer.

WHATEVER enobles and elevates main as man,
strenghtens- and enriches the state. - J. M.
Gregory.

I COUNT that my real education began on the
day that I resolved, wlien twelve years old, to
rend nothing that did not tend to advance my
Intellectual culture. Every weak. book, or bad
book, or merely exci4ing book you rend tends to
Injure the power of discrimination. The cou-
Scientious desire to read good books may be a
Very little shoot planted in the mind of a boy or
girl, but it has often come ta be a noble tree.-
Edward Eggleston.

Sehøoo1oo1 Methods.
A LESSON THAT GREW.

BV SARA11 L. ARNOL), SARATOGA PRINGS, N. Y.

THE following was published in the SchOol
Journal six or seven years ago. It seens ta us
ta be so admirable in its way that we are
temnpted to reprint it again:

Therc has been nuch discussion of late in re-
gard ta the propriety of narrowing our school
vocabulary ta inake ourselves understood by
little children, by translating good English into
the language of babyhlood. It bas been asked,
and with reason, whether such belittling is not
radier a hindrance than a belp to truc growth.

Miss Oddways bas been thinking about it.
While considering the pros and cons, she gave
a lesson in a primary clasg. The lesson was
ioiniually a memory exercise, a part of every
Friday afternoon being given to committing to
imenory some suitable selection. Wliat would
be "suitable" was the vexed question. Miss
Od lways thought.

Leaving unceremoniously the carefully graded
rlymes, in w'hich array "Twinkle, twinkle,
little star," "Little drops of water," "You'd
scairce expect one of my age," etc., asserted
their well-roved appropriateness, she proceeded
boldly into the class-room, accompanied simply
by a few stanzas of Tennyson's "Song of the
Brook."

The children were waiting. " Leýt us sing,"
said Miss Oddways. They sang as happily as
children will. Then Miss Oddways bade them
watch lier as she wrote upon the board -

" The Song of the Brook."
The five little vords grew rapidly beneath

her fingors. The briglt eyes read as rapidly,
and hands testified to quick thouglht.

" WVho ca read the name of the song we are
to learnî to-day ?"

Everybody could; and everybody wanted to
read it aloud. That done, they looked to see the
song, but met a question instead.

"ow many ever saw a brook?"
erybody in the room; and everybody

.. 1m! ed to tell. Little brooks and large brooks,
brooks in the fields and brooks in the woods,
they knew. Thev had fished in them, picked
fiowers beside them, waded in the shallow
places There was no dearth of enthusiasm in
regard to brooks.

How many of you ever beard a brool sing?"
Some looked thjeir wonder. One ventured to

voice his incredulity in the proper circurnflef
" Sing, Miss Oddways !" But one blessed child
of intuition (that there are some such in e- ery
sclool Miss Oddways thankfully remembered)
answered with kindling eyes: "Oh, I know
what you mean! The sound the brook makes
when it runs over the stones and the rough
places." Then they all knew.

" Let us listen,' said Miss Oddways, " and see
if we remember it so well that we eau almost
bear it now." Breaking tlie hush that followed,
she asked: " Would you like ta learn a song
that sounds so like the brook that you almost
think you hear the brook speaking the words?"

A chorus of assent came as she turned to the
board.

"I come fron-
she began. " That is the beginning. Who
knows where the brooks come from?"

They knew, the wise little people. They knew
where brooks were found in the fields and the
woods; and where, in the still woods, might be
found their very b"ginnings. Some bad been
there, and knew how still and wild the places
were. They watched eagerly while Miss Odd-
ways finislied the line-

" I come from haunts of cool and hern."
The " coot and hern " were discussed then.

The children knew something of them both. and
Miss Oddways added ta their knowledge. Then
they found that, knowing where the brooks
come from. and knowing, too, the habits of the
coot and hern, they knew what " haiunts " were.
So they were ready ta read the line together.

" I make a sudden sally,"
wrote Miss Oddways Drawing a line under
' sally," she told then its neaning. and used it
in otlier wavs. until the children understood.

S'Now I have tod you about one word ; ou
may tell me about tlIe other," she said, under-
lining "sudden " also.

" It means quick," v olunteered Bennie.

" I wonder if this brook was a still brook or a
noisy brook " says Miss Oddways.

"It couldn't be very still if it was singing,"
Jamie thinks for the class.

" What makes some brooks still, while others
sing?"

" Oh," cried Bennie, " the fast ones sing !"
"Bennie may tell us what the brook says, in

his own words "
It came after judicious questioning. " I come

from the woods where the coot and hern stay,
and I run all at once out of the dark woods into
the field."

" How many ever saw a brook when the sun
shone on it? How did it look ?"

They fastened on many good words before
"sparkle" came. Upon its advent Miss Odd-
ways wrote-

"And sparkle ont anong the-"
They knew Flowers and ferns and stones and
bushes. There was not time to talk long
enough.

"( Pern,"
the teacher wrote, adding,

" To bicker down a valley."
They knew that brooks found low places, and
so were ready for " valley." They knew that
no brook chose a path as straight as an arrow,
but wound and wavered and trembled in its
course. So they learned what " bicker " meant.

Then they repeated together the first stanza of
the song.

"'Tis surprising," said Miss Oddways, " how
much these children know. They are born
poets and we feed them on shavings. I'm al-
most ready ta believe they could have written
'The Song of the Brook' themselves Any way,
they can sing it if you give them a chance. I
don«t know why we should dilute poetry until it
cannot be recognized as such, when they apprel
ciate the real thing I'm not sure that I shal-
not go ta the children ta be taught. I shall
think about it."-'Ihe American Teacher.

PRIMARY GEOGRAPHY.
LATITUDE AND LONGITUDE.-COMBINED.

POINT. -To develop idea of and teach Latitude
and Longitude.

MATTER 1. Latitude is distance from the
equator measured in degrees on a meridan,
either north or south Thus the North Pole is
in latitude 90° north of the Equator. the South
Pole 90' south of the equator, the Tropic
of Capricorn is in latitude 231' south, theTropic
of Cancer is in latitude 23k° north.

2 Longitude is a distance from a certain fixed
meridian measured in degrees on a meridian
either east or west.

The prime or first meridian is the fixed meri-
dian from which loniritude is measured, as lati-
tude is measured froin the equator.

Meridian of Greenwich-English.
Meridian of Paris - French.
Meridian of Washington -American.
Meridian of Ferro -Peruvian.
3. We can measure but 90° from the equator,

while we can measure 180° from the first meri-
dian. Hence the former distance is called
latitude (breadth) and the latter, longitude
(length).

4. Drill.
METHOD.

Review previous lessons on poles-meridian.
TEACHER. Draw circles on the board. Child

does so, stating what he bas done. (Child al-
ways states wliat he bas done.

T. Draw diameters in these circles. (Child
does so)

T. Draw second diameters at right angles ta
the first you drew. (Child does so.)

T. What is each fourth portion of the circum-
ference?

CH. Each fourth portion of the circumference
is a quadrant.

T. Divide one of these quadrants into three
equal parts. (Child does so by means of ruler
and compass.)

T. Divide Pach of the three parts into five
parts (Child does so)

T. Into how many parts have you divided the
quadrant?

CH. I have divided the quadrant into fifteen
parts.

T Divide each of the fifteen parts into two
parts.
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- T. Into how many parts have you divided the
quadrant?

CH. I have divided the quadrant into thirty
parts.

T Divide each part again into three parts.
T. Into how many parts have you now divi-

ded the quadrant ?
CH. I have divided the quadrant into ninety

parts.
T. Divide each of the three other quadrants of

circumference into ninety parts.
T. Into how many parts have you divided the

quadrant?
CH. I have divided the quadrant into three

hundred and sixty parts.
T. What are these three hundred and sixty

equal parts of the circumference called?
CH. These three hundred and sixty equal

parts of the circumference are called (T. or Ch.)
degrees. (Write word degrees on board.)

T. How many degrees are there in a meridian
circle ?

CH. In a meridian circle there are 360°.
T. How many degrees are there in a meridian?
CH. There are 180° in a meridian.
T. How many degrees in a half meridian?
CH. In a half meiidian there are 90°.
T. What divides a meridian into two parts?
CH. The equator divides a meridian into two

parts.
T. What is a half a meridian?
CH. A half a meridian is that part of a meri-

dian circle extending from the equator to either
pole.

T. In what direction do the half meridians ex-
tend from the equator ?

CH. The half meridians extend in a north and
south direction from equator.

T. What is the distance from equator called
which is measured by degrees on the half meri-
dians both north and south?

CH. Latitude (T. or Ch.) is distance from equa-
tor measured by the degrees on the half meri-
dians (or meridian) (T.) north and south.

T. What is this pole which has the north
star above it ?

CH. It is the North Pole.
T. What is the pole in the contrary direction

from the North Pole?
Cu. It is the South Pole.
T. In what latitude is the North Pole, north

of the equator?
CH. The North Pole is in latitude of 90° north

of the equator.
T. In what latitude is the South Pole, south

of the equator ?
CH. The South Pole is in latitude of 90° south

of the equator.
T. What is in latitude 28j' north of the

equator ?
CH. The (T. or Ch.) Tropic of Cancer is in

latitude 28° north of the equator?
T. What is in latitude 28j' south of the

equator?
CH. The (T. or Ch.) Tropic of Capricorn is in

latitude 28j' south of the equator.
T. Explain concerning the Prime or First

ineridian.
Explain concerning the different Prime or

First meridians.
Explain concerning the Meridian of Green-

wich, its position, etc.
Explain concerning the Meridian of Paris, its

position, etc.
Explain concerning the Meridian of Wash-

ington, its position, etc.
Explain concerning the Meridian of Ferro, its

position, etc.
T. In what directions are the other meridians

in relation to the Prime Meridian?
CH. The other meridians are east and west of

the Prime Meridian.
T. What is the distance from the Prime Meri-

dian called, which is measured in degrees on a
meridian either east or west?

Ca. Longitude (T. or Ch.) is the distance from
the Prime Meridian measured in degrees on a
meridian either east or west.

T. In what longitude is a city 50° east of Paris
secording to Meridian of Ferro?

CH. The city is in longitude 70°.
T. How many degrees can be measured from

the equator either north or south ?
CH. 90° can be measured from the equator

either north or south.
T. How many degrees can be measured from

the first meridian either east or west?
(CH. or T.) 180 can be measured from the first

meridian either east or west. (T. explains
meaning of words latitude and longitude.)

T. Wh is the shorter distance from the equa-
tor calledlatitude instead of longitude ?

(CH. or T) The word latitude means breadth,
and therefore would be a shorter distance than
longitude or length.-Evangeline Hathaway in
Popular Educator.

(See Editorial Note on the foregoing lesson.-
En. EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL).

DIFFICULTIES IN SPELLING.
BY MISS ANNIE P. EVANS. TORONTO.

Miss EVANs says in an accompanying note:
"As the words in the Second Part of the First

Reader are difficult for little ones who are
just being introduced to spelling, I have made
the enclosed classification of irregularities for
my own use, and having found it helpful, I for-
ward it to you thinking that if you have
room in the JOURNAL it may help others."

I.
Words sounding alike but spelled diferently

and having different meanings, in the
Second Part of First Reader:

some-a few.
sum - the amount of

two or more numbers
here-in this place.
hear-to perceive by the

ear.
sun-light of the world
son-a boy.
heard-listened.
herd-a drove.
pail-a blicket.
pale-without color.
pair-two.
pear-a fruit.
hour - a division of

time.
our -belonging to us.
'knows -understands.
nose part of the face.
rode - travelled on a

horse.
road-a public way.
ate-took food.
eight-a number.
meat-flesh.
meet -to come together
lain - rested horizon-

tally.
lane -road.
fair-honest.
fare-price, food.
weight-heaviness.
wait-to stay.
be-to exist.
bee-an insect.
we -plural of I.
wee -small.
sea-a body of water.
see-to observe.
seam-to join by sew-

ing.
seem-to appear.
feet-part of body.
feat-deed, act.
there-in that place.
their - belonging to

them.
made-formed.
maid-a girl.
two -a number.
to-towards.
too-more than enough.
no-not any.
know-understand.

knew -understood.
new -fresh.
would-chose.
wood -fuel.
died -lost life.
dyed-colored.
sail-part of ship.
sale - exchanging for

money.
prey-victim.
pray-to ask earnestly.
tail -an appendage.
tale -story.
pain -distress.
pane -a sheet of glass.
gait-manner of walk-

ing.
gate -a large door.
misses -fails to hit.
Mrs. - a married wo-

man's title.
week -seven days.
weak -not strong.
been-had existed.
bean-a seed.
peel -the rind or skin

of fruit.
peal-to ring.
might-had power to

do.
mite - something very

small.
hole-vacuum.
whole -all, entire.
dew-moisture.
due-owing.
yew - a tree.
you-person spoken to.
sent-caused to go.
cent -a hundred.
scent-perfume.
right-correct.
write-to form words

with pen or pencil.
fore-first in order.
four-number.
by-near.
buy -to purchase.
hew-to cut.
hue -color.
Hugh-a name.
read-to peruse.
reed-hollow stalk.

The final "e" of the dllowing stems is dropped
when " ing " or ed " is added

have, shine, come, squeeze,
rove, love, strive, care,
make, live. hide, blaze.
thrive, judge, improve,

The same change occurs with other endings,
as broken, spoken, forgiven. nobler, nicer,
whitest, wisest, and also in Irish, which is
difficult to learn in connection with [reland, but
the difficulty is somewhat removed if classified
with the others.

In the following stems the final letter is doubled
before endings, thus:

sitting, tanning, getting, dragged,
putting, skipping, running, dropped,
tipped, snaped, scrubbed, really.
sunny, mud y, forgotten,
hap (per-haps) happy happen.

IV.
In the following compounds one of the letters

of one of the words is lost:
al-most, al-though, al-ways, al-ready,
wonder-ful, thank-ful, beauti-ful, un-til.

V.
Words containing silent letters used in the

Second Part of the First Reader:
light, through, would, night,
though, should, might, dough,
could, bright, although, sight,
ought, listen, right, bought,
fasten, fight, thought, of ten,
brought, high, caught, before,
nigh, towards, gone, sigh,
builds, calm, ,comb, either,
folks, climb, ceiling, call,
limb, earnest. stalk, lamb,
early, talk, walk, hour,
whole, knocked, wrap, know,
write, knew, wrong, knit,

known.
In the following words ending in y, the final

y is changed to i before the endtng " ed," but
left unchanged before " ing."

cry, spy, reply, satisfy,
trfiy, supply.

n pretty, tiny, and easy. the y is changed for
all endings, and beautiful and holiday (holY
day) might be classed here.

In terrible, ease, and gentle, the e is dropped
when adding y.

TEACHING VERSUS TELLING.
How marked is the difference between teaching

and telling was illustrated in a schoolroom not
a hundred years ago. The subject being taugh t

was grammar. Tihe sentence upon the board
was, " A large black horse walks very slowly..
Said the teacher, "'A' is an adjective because it
refers to 'horse'" Now, what is 'A?'"

P. An adjective.
T Good. Why ?
P. It refers to " horse."
T. ' Larve " is an adjective, because it tells

what kinf of a horse it is. Now, what is
"large?

P. An adjective.
T. Why?
P. It tells what kind of a horse it is, etc., etc.
And this was called teaching. The same

sentence was given by a teacher having a class
of pupils beginning the study of grammar.
After getting the pupils to make several state-
ments about fa miliar objects, they were inforned
that such statements were sentences. Then they
were educated in, or had drawn out from theOI
the fact that in each statement made there Ws a
portion of the sentence that made the statement,
and another that the statement was made about.
Several sentences illustrating this division were
given by the pupils, and the parts indicated.
The word that makes the statement was then
selected; afterwards the word about which the
statement was made. Following this came the
fact that both tellinq-words and naming-words
had other words added to them, giving addr
tional facts concerning them. All this without
a definition, merely drawing out from the
pupils the several relations of the words to each
other. Every new relation taught was copiouslY
illustrated by sentences ma e by the puPils
themselves. Having mastered the relations, the
teacher in a few words told the pupils that
telling-words were verbs, naming-words nouIs
words added to nouns adjectives, words addâ
to verbs adverbs. The pupils were then requested
to name the different parts of speech and giYe
their reasons, which they did without a mistake.
Is not this the more excellent way?-S. i
Edueational Review.
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Priman cc~tct
READING.

iI.

RHODA LEE.

AFTER teaching and making every pos-
sible use of the five letters specified in the
previous paper we may proceed with a
little more speed. No invariable order for
the letters can be given. They should be
taken in the order in which they seem most
necessary to the formation of sentences.
With this in view we have taught the
sounds as follows :--m, a, t, s, p, e, c, r, h, o,
d, n, f, 1, i, b, u, g, w, y (as in my), k.

After these have been taught leave the
remaining simple sounds and take up some
of the easier combinations, such as ar, sh,
ee, oo and ch. A great many words may
be found containing these sounds and the
lessons will be full of interest to the child-
ren: j, y, x, y and z, may come next.
We have left these to the last as not being
so necessary in forming easy sentences or
stories as we call them. "Y'" has really
three sounds as shown in yes, fly and
funny.

Following this corne the long sounds of
the vowels-a, e, i, o, u. The diacritical
marks must of necessity be used at first
but are discarded as soon as possible. Teach
the effect of the silent "e " upon the vowels
as in the words make, mete, timne, bone,
tune, etc.

There are still a number of combinations
to be taught. Some are more difficult than
others, but at this stage the children will
grasp then very quickly and may be given
a new one every day. The combinations
are, th, ou, ea, at, ayng, nk, oi, oy, oa, ow,
wh, qu, ph, an, aw, tion, sion.

Peculiarities such as soft c and g (marked
ç and g) should be next studied; also the
broad sound of a (marked â), and silent
letters as w mn wrnte.

b in limb, comb.
1 in talk, half.

gh in night, caught.
This work will occupy in the average

class about four or five months. At the
end of that time the children will be able
to recognize any word placed before them.
Any new and unfamiliar word containing
silent letters or peculiarities in sound must
be marked the first time it is given. For
instance, conversàtion, perçentage or Mon-
tréAl would be marked as shown. lu long
words such as the following syllablicate
and mark the accented part-

Phil - a - del - phi - a.

Trans - por - ta - tion.

These words may seem long and beyond
the first year scholar, but they do not pre-
tent the slighest difficulty to the children
srained in word recognition by the phonic
system.

When possible impress the new sound
by associating it with something familiar
to the child. For instance, "s" is the
goose; " h " is the tired letter; "o " the
little girl who did not want to do what she
was told; "u" what the little girl said
when she slipped on the ice and fell; "sh "
the sþunting engine. In introducing the
letter f speak of him as the boy who

always wanted to play engine. He went
around saying " f." He had been on a
train one day, went with bis father and
brother Fred. After the children make
the letter and get the sound, mark the
words for ear-exercises (written on slates)
into a story. It may run somewhat in this
way. The train went very fast, they
passed a river on which some men were
making a raft; came to a station where
his uncle and cousin Fan were waiting.
The story may go on to tell how le fed
the calf, did not fret tu go home but grew
quite fat, etc.

After as many words have been given as
it is possible for then to write with their yet
limited number of letters take some stories
on the blackboard. Give one at a time and
allow each child in turn to whisper the
sentence to you.

Fred ran fast.
Fred had a raft.
Fan fed the calf.
Fan had a red frock.

Instead of writing the sentences on the
blackboard we may give each child a slip
of paper on which a story containing the
new sound has been written. In this plan
no two children have exactly the saine
story, and so we can be certain that the
work is done independently, no help being
derived fron the little whispering which it
is impossible to avoid at first.

BusY WoRK-
1. Write at five times and put a letter

before these two each time, so making
five different words. Do the same
with, ot, et, ad, od and ed.

2. Write as many words as you can con-
taining the sound of "f."

LETTER-BOX.
All communications should be sent to the editor of this

Department, RHODA LEE, 11J Richmond St. W., Toronto.

I.-My children read in the second part
of the first book and read fairly well.
Should I give then other reading beside
that contained in the book ? I believe in
supplenentary reading but am afraid we
shall not get through the reader by the end
of the teri if we indulge in much of it.
What would you advise ? M. T.

By ail means introduce the supplemen-
tary reading. Cut out stories from maga-
zines. Sunday school papers, etc., and paste
them on cardboard. You will find a great
many of these stories much more suited to
your class than those of the reader. En-
courage the children to read at home and
allow them occasionally to bring their
story books to school. Do not be troubled
if you do not get through the text-book.
Arouse in the children a delight and in-
terest in reading and they will read that
and everything else they can find.

II.-Do you think it possible for a
country teacher who has ail grades in ber
class to have calesthenics, marching, etc.,
every day ? SUBSCRIBER.

A teacher in a school of this kind needs
these physical exercises more than any
other. The time given to them is not lost.
She will control her class better and the
children will undoubtedly work much
better, with some little exercise between
lessons or study-time.

III.-What is meant by a class recita-
tion ? PRIMARY READER.

By the terni Class Recitation we mean
one in which every member of the class
takes part. The old fashion of singling
out one pupil to stand upon the platform
and speak a piece was an extremely bad
training for little children. How much
more pleasure it gives teacher, parents and
visitors to see a whole roomful of eager life
and eyes than one little nervous piece of
humanity perched up for a recitation !
How much more profit to the children
when ail get the training in memorizing
and expression that even one good selection
gives.

CLASS RECITATION.
THE ROCK-A-BY LADY.

EUGENE FIELD.

THE Rock-a-By Lady from Hushaby street
Comes stealing, comes creeping;

The poppies they hang from her head to her feet,
And each has a dream that is tiny and fleet;
She bringeth her poppies to you, my sweet,

When you are sleeping!

There is one little dream of a beautiful drum-" Rub-a-dub ! " it goeth ; .
There is one littie drearn of a big sugar plum,
And, Io ! thick and fast the other dreams come,
Of popguns that bang and tin tops that hum,

And a trumpet that bloweth!

And dollies peep out of those wee little dreams
With laughter and singing;

And boats go a floating on silvery streams,
And the stars peek-a boo with their own misty

gleams,
And up, up, and up where the Mother Moon beams,

The faines go wingng.

Would you dream all the dreams that are tiny and
fleet ?

They'll come to you sleeping
So, shut the two eyes that are weary, rny sweet,
For the Rock-a-By Lady from Hushaby street,
With poppies that hang from her head to her feet,

Comes stealing ; cornes creeping.

SANTA CLAUS.
ANON.

A jolly old fellow whose hair is so white,
And whose little, bright eyes are blue

Will be making his visits on Christmas night,
Perhaps he will call npon you!

A funny old name has this funny wee man,
You know what it is without doubt;

He climbs down the chimney as fast as he can,
And then just as quickly creeps out.

He carries a bagful of candies and toys,
And leaves them wherever he goes,

For good little girls and good little boys,
So hang up your little white hose.

WORDS TO BE AVOIDED.
A TEAcHER at Wellesley College has prepared

for the benefit of her pupils a list of words to
be avoided, among which the following appear:

" Expect " for " suspect."
"First rate " as an adverb.
"Nice" indiscriminately.
" Had" rather for " would" rather.
"Had" better for " would" better.
"Right away " for " immediately."
"Party " for " person."
" Promise " for " assure."
"Posted " for " informed."
"Postgraduate " for " graduate."
"Depot " for " station."
"Stop ping " for " staying

Cunning "for smart, " dainty.'
"Cute " for - acute."
"Funny " for ' odd " or "unusual."-Ex.

WITH books as with companions, it is of more
consequence to know which to avoid then which
to choose, for good books are as scarce as good
companions.-CottOn.
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WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR TEN DOLLARS.

BY J. A. B.

WHEN 1 got my school I found it had been
built seven or eighît years, and nothing had
been done to it since that time. The directors
were busy farmers and unless I went to work,
no one was lhkely to improve natters ; they
were willing to pay for the place heing cleaned
up, but bad no time to see about it.

On the first Saturday, with the help of one of
my bigger boys, I kalsuomtined the ceilings and
four walls; and at intervals duriing the next
two weeks painted (two coats) the base board.
This was three feet high, and we painted it a
nice bright brown, with a black inoulding at
the top. The window fraines, sasies, and so
on, we painted two coats of white.

The next thing was the blaekboard, which
was of paper, and hung like a sash ; we took it
off and with strong paste thickened with glue,
fixed it solid to the wall. Between the windows,
we sandpapered the walls and made three sinall
blackboards each 4 feet by 3 feet, and put a
neat moulding round themt. These were well
coated with slating and agood eoating given to
my old blackboard, which was 18 feet long. I
then nade three neat shelves and painted thei,
for my books, stencils, and vorious apparatis.
There was no window over the door, only a
dirty piece of old boai d, whieh for seven years
had let in the rain. I covered this with stout
paper, painted it, and put round it the mould-
ing that I lad to spare fron my blackboards.

In wet weather a ladder was always laid
down to the door; I made a roadway, and a
platfori three feet wide, so that no one need
walk through the mulLd ; also 1 fixed a seraper
outside the door.

The out-house doors liad neither proper
hinges nor fastenings ; I took thei off the
hinges and made thei open and shut properly.

The vard haid never been cleaned up. I col-
leeted five large heaps of chips, broken bottles,
cups, spoons, covers of readers, and I do not
know what besides. 'Tlie wood was all neatly
piled, and great heaps of odd pieces of wood
gathered up, which was too good to burn with
the rubbish.

No one would know my school now, and it
bas cost not quite $10, of which nearlv $4
was in connection with the blackboards. To-
day I laid out two large flower-beds, and have
secured a lot of flower-seeds and also a proimise
of enough trees to plant all around the school-
yard.

It is quite a new idea to the people for a
teacher to take all this trouble. It might have
been done years ago.

There was neither globe n1wr dictionary in
the school ; both have been boughit for nie since
I came. What is the resuilt of all this ? Does
it pay for the teacher to spetd so mnuch of his
time over it P Yesterday I was told by the
niother of one of my boys, - Last year I had a
dreadful time getting nmv boy to school, as he
used to cry every morning; now he is always
ready by half past seven."

I have boys who used to be from lialf an hour
to an hour late every morning last year ; they
have never been late once with me. In faet, I
bave only twice had a boy late, and each tire
ho had more than two miles of mud to walk
through.

I have boys who used to get the strap"
nearly every day, not only last year but betfore
that; the strap hiat not been out of the desk
since I bave been in school.

This bas been done in two months, but of
course I have had the hielp of the childien all
through. I had one or two rough boys. but
now that they have a horizontal bar, base ball,
quoits, and other gynuiastie exertises their hi gi
spirits are directed into proper chanunels.

The children all say - it is twice as nice con-
ing to school now, everything is so clean and

nice." I fouind that a washstand, basin, and
towel were highly appreciated by the yonng-
sters. If it hlad taken twice as imucli timie as it
did, I woiud have willingly sacriliced mv leisure.
I eau (o twice as good vork, as everxything is
in good shape now.-School Journal.

LETTER WRITING.

W/n again wislh to inpress upon the minds of
our teacuiers the great necessity for special at-
tention to the instruction of pupils in the art of
Letter Writing. There is no commînon habit
which so accurately tells of character, as does
the letter written. of the personality of the
writer ; and there is no line of habit morn eas.ily
trained if proper attention is given to the sub-
ject, by comiprtent teacihers, when pupils are at
the trainable age. There are few people. com-
paratively, who are able to write ait entertain-
ing. brighît and gossipy letter, and there are a
still less nuniber wlio are capable of writing a
correct business letter.

At least one period each wevek should be care-
fully devoted to this branch of education. If
vou are not sure of competeincy and correctness
of style you should procure a reliable treutise
on the subject and take self cultivation, before
attempting to instruct puipils. It will not be
time wasted if spent for your own beiefit.

Remiember, wlere date and ieading should
be placed, pay particular attention to mianner of
addressing and beginning of letter.

There is nich of good style in an elegant and
correct closing of a letter. as also in the inethod
of"sicnatuîre. The envelope too! How mîany
realize the impressioin a stranter forms of the
writer of a letter, froin the outside of the enve-
lope ? There is one proper place for a stamp.
It takes no longer to place it straight ani right
side up. tian to slap it on wherever it liappens
te stick. Thenî tbe address (o please. teach
youir pupils that next to using good and clean
stationery. the writiig an address ou an enve-
lope, in a way that will net make the receiver
ashamed. is important. Wben we receive a
soiled and poorlY y ddressed envelope. we always
feel as if a private funiigating furnace would
be a Ilixury ; but wlien we take up a spotless,
snooth, plainly and properIv addressed envelope.
we feel a spontaneous growtb of respect for the
writer even before we sec the signature.

You nay easily represent upon your board by
clalk outline the shape of letter paper and enve-
lope, and give a careful lesson by talk and drill
upon the subject, and require letters embodying
the special pincipîles taught, to be written to
imuaginary persons.. or addressed to yourself or
some memher of the class.

You vill readily awaken mouchi enthusiasm
and pride in the subject. De not make confusion
by mixing up the ideas of the different kinds of
letters in one lesson. Indeed it will rather be
necessary to spend several lessons before perfect-
ing eitber branch of correspondence education.

Do whiat vou eau to improve this inuch
neglected part of conmon eduîcation.

We suggest below headings for subjects of
different lessons on the art of letter writing ;
one lesson at least nay lie weli spent on each
point.
1. The parts of a letter. 10 A letter ordering
2. The address. periodicals

The 'lie iladn. . Change ef addrcss.3. Theheding.
4 The salutation. 12 Oideritg books.
5 The body of a letter. 13. Orderiîg bili of
6. 'Plie conclusion. oeds.
7. The superscription. l. ont a bil.
8. Manner of folding. 15. Give a receipt.
9. A business letter. 16 Invitation.

17. Regrets.

CLASS IMANAGEMENT.
IN instrncting do net al1ays codnct a class

recitatien in the saniie way. eueteachers are
governed se entirely by routine ta teir puilsl
can alinost calculate te a c'rtaity te ext
actiont aud word W/heu plip Is aie hiîsy with
9.chanical lvrk, as in solviig problens or
wvritiîîg exercises,-, geueraliY let, tbemn work inde-

Nensrectly i don alaays et eaco oder bt ob
serve their work as t procetids fer iii tis way
yon may stwdy d action. When pupils aie
left too inuch to themselves we do not know
how much of that which they produce correctiy
is by accident. We should avoid the other ex-
tremne of helping pupils too freely ; help them to

help themselves. It is bet ter not to call on the
poorest scholar at the opening of the recitation,
for it produces discouraging results and clogs
the progress of the lesson ; nor should we
calI on the bright pupils altogether ; the effect
is not good on their ninds. while the minds of
the dull ones remain inactive. Be patient with
slow pupils ; if one does not respond to your
question. shape it differently, try to adapt it to
his mind, search for bis known, and then, grad-
ually retrace your steps to the original inquiry.
Always put your questions to the entire class;
naine the one to answer afterward; this serves
to hold the attention of all. Usually naine the
pipils ; do not say, " who knows ?" The ten-
dency is for some to neglect to try and sumumon
tieir litile stock of knowledge. Sonetimes put
a question and incite ambition by asking, "How
many know ?" Have but little concert recita-
tion, and never except in review. to enlighten
the class. Insist on attention, but seek rather
to win than to enforce it. Be sure the attention
is genuine and not feigned. Questions addressed
to such as mav feign attention will test the
quality of it. Do not measure the success of a
recitation by the glibness of the answers ; the
quality of a recitation should be measured by
the thought it bas developed in the minds of the
pupils Lay stress on endeavor ; one pupil may
gain more development of mind by trying to
answer, though be fail, than another does by
answering correctly. Have an aimi in every re-
citation, and judge at its close how rmuch you
have acconiplished in real mind work in the
pupils. Commence every recitation with a re-
view ; tbis may be brief, but it should be cer-
tain If possible, close every recitation with a
review of the main points of the lesson.-Lutel-
liyence.

THE little I have seen of the world and know
of the history of mankind teaches me to look
upon the errors of others in sorrow, not in
anger.-Longfellow.

IT -s curious to imagine what wonderings and
discontents would be excited if any of the great
so called calamities of human beings were to be
abolisbed ; death, for instance. -Hawthorne.

WriAT has he done? That was Napoleon's
test. Wh at have you done ? Turn up the
faces of your picture cards! You need not make
montbs at the public because it bas not accepted
you at your own fancy value.-Lowell.

SunTRACT from a great man ail that heowns
to oppoittiuity and all that lie owes to chance,
all that lie bas gained by visdom of his friends
and the folly of bis enemies, and our B obdignag
vill often become a Lilliputian.- Cotton.

A great deal of talent is lost in the world for
want of a little courage Every day sends tO
their graves a nunmber or obscure men who have
only reniained obscure because their timiditY
has prevented their, from making a first effort.
-Sdney~ 'nith.
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HIS volume is essentially Canadian-the first of the kind ever published-
and Is brought out to meet an expressed desire for such a work in

connection with school holiday gatherings specially, and generally for occasions
of a similar nature. It is composed of four parts, viz.:

PART I.-A TALK WITH TEACHERS.

PART II.-CANADIAN PATRIoTIsM.
PART III.-UNIVERSAL PATRIOTISM.

PART IV.-ARBOR DAY.

FROM THE PREFACE.
"The patriotic selections are of two kinds. Canadian aud general. The greater number

"'of the Canadian selections appear for the first time for the purpose of recitation. They breathe
a genuine Canadian spirit and are, moreover, generally of high literary merit. Many of the

"other solections have become common property for the purpose of public declamation. They
"have not, however, lost their value either as exorcises in elocution, or as the embodiment of a
"substantial aud stirring patriotic sentiment."

In the large list of notable Canadian poets, from whose works selections
are taken, are the following names:
Hon. Joseph Howe, Thos. O'Hagan, M.A., Miss E. Pauline Johnson,
Chas. G. D. Roberts, Robt. Kernigan, Mrs. Harrison (Seranus),
Miss Machar (Fidelis), Chas. Sangster, A. M. Taylor,
A. MeLachlan, J. D. Edgar, Thos. McQueen,
Miss Vining, T. D'Arcy McGee, Ellen M. Boulton,
Dr. Dewart, Chas. Mair, Mrs. S. A. Curzon.
Helen M. Johnson, W. T. White, Arthur Weir.
Rev. W. Wye Smith, Dr. Massie, W. P. Lett.
K. L. Jones, Wm. Kirby, Chas. Mair,

Extracts from speeches of the following Canadian Orators, are given as
prose recitations:

General Brock. Hon. A. Mackenzie. Sir Wm. Young.
Sir John A. Macdonald. Principal Grant. N. Flood Davin.
Hon. George Brown. Dr. Ryerson. Sir Richard Cartwright.
Lord Dufferin. Hon. E. Blake. Hon. R. Harcourt.
Lord Lorne. Sir Oliver Mowat. Sir John Beverley Robinson.
Sir Daniel Wilson. Dr. McCaul. W. J. Rattray.
Hon. W. Laurier. Dr. Withrow. Dr. Ormiston.

No teacher or pupil in Ontario is obliged to purchase this volume as a text-
book for school purposes.

The compiler bas no financial interest in the publication. He bas given his
arduous services soiely for the gratification of providing, for those who desire to
use it, a collection of literature from the best Canadian sources, which, while it
endows and enobles the intellect, will also develop and cultivate a pure patriotic
spirit in Canada's sons and daughters.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, = TORONTO
PUBLISHE1(s, ETC.

DO 5DON'T WH AT ?,,«um••0
If you are on the int of ordering a supply of Fluid Iuk

o! DRY for the winter-D N'T. Be advised ta order a su ly
of "D UKETT'S DRY INKS" (Cold Water Ink Powders) instead, then the last a I
gallon of your stock will be as good as the lirst, which to your sorrow you know Is not the
case with Fluid Ink. NOT SPOILED BY PREEZING. NEVER MOULOS. NO DREGS.

School officials should, at teast give these new inventions a trial.
Agents for Canada:

TAg Cor, CLARK Co., ToRONTO. DUCKETT & CO., Ink Makers,
%v. DRYsDALE & CO., MONTREAL. ClICAGO EXPOSITION.
D. & J. SADLIER & Co., MONTREAL AND ToRoNTo.

FINE OFFICE . SCHOOL .
BANK,0FFICE CURCH &LODGE FURNITURE E

COURT HOUSE & A\.
DRUG STORF.FITTINGS SEND FOR ,

Littell's Living Age
1844 FIFTY YEARS 1894

If one would feel the spirit of the aie, get
abreast of its best thought, and be well in ormed
as ta current literature. e mnust

READ THE LIVING AGE
which, during its First Half-a-Century, has
achieved a reputation for literary excellence
second ta that of no other periodical.

A WEEKLY MAGAZINE, it gives more
than

Three and a Quarter Thousand
double column octavo pages of reading natter
yearly. forming four large volumes, filled
with the ripest thought of

The Ablest Minds of the Age.

A GlancO Into The NOW Year.
New Stories. Copyrighted Translations.

As heretofore THiE LIVING AGE will present in
convenient form a complete'conpilation of the
world's choicest literature; Encyclopedic in its
Scope, Character, Comprehensiveness and Com-
pleteness ; selected from the vast and
varled field of

FOREIGN PERIODICAL LITERATURE
and representing every department of
Knowiedge and Progresa; the best arti-
cles by

THE ABLEST LIVING WRITERS.
A New Series. A New Feature.

VW Copyrlghted translations from the
French and erman will be a notable feature.

The publishers have already arranged fUr the
publication in a serial formi, ta begin January ist,
of the thrilling narrative, "Manette Andrey-A
Picture of Life durin the Rei n of Terror, ' by
Paul Perret, the noted French Navelist ; and, aise
in serial form, of a very rare and curious work,

A LITERARY CURIOSITY,
entitled " The Dean of Killeraine," by the Abbe
Prevost; and "The Numidian." by the famous
German romancist, Ernst Eckstein, au hor of
"Aphrodite," "Quintus Claudius," etc., etc.

Of Special Interest to New Subscribers.
A RARE OPPORTUNITY.

These are Extraordinary Offers. for the
books are no cheap reprints or shopworn copies,
but new works pubished at 05.oo and $9.oo a
set respectively.

IW"No library is cormplete without them.
For 188.50 we will send ta any New Sub-

scriber 'HE LivNG AGE for 189 postpaid, and
a copy of Blpath's Histor , tho United
State by Prof. Clark Ridpath, LL.D. This
edition i the very b st and handiest, and the
only two-volume edition of this popular
history.

For 09.00 we will send THE LIVING AGE for
îig4, and the Personai Meinoirs of Phl n
H. Sheridan, U.S.A.. in two volumes, wit'
narbied edges, and handsomely bound in half
seal.

The prices given abive include postage on THE
LIVING AGE only.

Send for descriptive erculars,
gAY-1o all New Subscribers for the year

1894, renitting before January i, the weekly num-
bers Of 1893 issued after the receipt of their sub-
scriptions will be sent free.

Published Weekly at 8.co per year, free
of postage,

Samrple copies of THE LIviNG AGE, t5c. each.
BW"Rates for clubbing THE LIVING AGE with

other periodicals wll be sent on application.

ADDRESS LITTELL & CO.,
31 Bedford St., Boston, Mas.

NEW. .

BOOKS.
Political History of the United States. 1

Goldwin Sm t .................
Some Salient PointS in the Science o

Earth. Sir J. William Dawson.
The Prince of India. General Lew Na

lace. 2 volumes.....
A Bitter Debt: A Tale of the Black Cou

try. Annie S. Swan. Illustrated
Austrlian Commonwealth. Grenville FI

arthen. New volume in "Story of the.
ations." Series.................

Torch-Bearers of History. A. H. Stirlfl% j
M .A ... ... ....................... ...l

Portugal and Its People. W. A. SalisburY
John B. Goth. Apostle of Cold WalOr

Carlos Martyn. New volume in "AIn"e 0
can Reformers." Series ..... .....

The Lord's Prayer. Sermons preached in
Westminster Abbey. Canon Farrar, l
D.D., F.R.S...... ..................

The New Era. Josiah Strong.
A Merchant Prince. Life of enator JohV

Macdonald. By Rev. Hugh Johnstonl1 1,0
D.D ........... ......

The Dread Voyage. Poems. W. I.
Campbell.............

Songs of the Common Day. Charles G. 0
Roberts ........................ .8

This Canada of Ours. J. D. Edgar.

WILLIAM BRIGGSI
29-33 RICHMOND ST. WEST,

TORONTO.

The Cyclostyle Duplicating AP
atus - For Duplicatng, Wfit050
Drawing, Music or Typewfitîd

Two thousand exact copies from one g
each co having ail the appearance Of an

nal. Simple, rapid, clean and durble, IlG
orsed by npwards of 2,000 firms corP0

and institutions throughout the Dont
Invaluable for teachers and schools for 'ioî>
examination papers, circulars, blank
instructions, notices, naps, and all c %P
work. Used in most ai our coIlle %ool
rapidly boing taken up by our principalo
ý4 rite for circulars and testimonials.

CYCLOSTYLE CO.
16 KING ST. EAST, . TOO

TEACHERS WANTED.)1,
E waut teachers both in town and

ta engage during spare hours in'e
which, besîdes being of an educationa
ter, are in lino with their rgular dt1
hihiy advantageous and profitable to
seives. For full particulars address

McAINSH & KILGOUR, o
Confederation Life Bldg. - TOI&

THE FISK TEACHERS' AGE
32 CHURCH ST., TORONTO' lep

It furnishes a medium of commfDuni
between Teachers and School Boards.I00
good positions in North-West and Oîioîioo!
now vacant. Terms to teachers on aPPtinel
No charge to School Boards. When 11
c ' %nd see us.

416. '4TAGGART, B.A., aa

L L
THE EDUCATIONAL JOURNAL is - 0

for the proprietor on the lst and 15th
month by TuE POOLE PRINTING GO-

8 and 10 Lombard Street, T0rOnflý00
are also managers of its A
Department.
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The Eli

formation Furnished. .

. . Nothing can so well demonstrate the great importance to

TOTAL ABSTAINERS

being classed by themselves as risks in Life Assurance, as the experience of
ý'nIPanies that have classed them by themselves and the opinions of the highest
.,dîcal Authorities with regard to the very serious losses that occur to Life In-race Companies from the effects of.the use of intoxicants.
The Information which is furnished on application by

The Temperance and General Life Assurance Company
,flot fail to be of great importance and interest to all right thinking teachers

rYwhere.

hs Company classifies its risks strictly according to-their habits, and its
cess justifies the expectation that it will at an early date be recognized gen-
'Y as the Company in which all Total Abstainers should place their risks.

Correspondence from teachers and others solicited.

40N. G. W. ROSS, President. - H. SUTHERLAND, anager.

Head Office : Manning Arcade, Toronto, Ont.

uc:atioial Joutrrial.

ERSONS INTERESTED

IN LIFE INSURANCE

May learn much that will prove interesting to them, if not

greatly to their advantage, by writing to . . . . .

The Lemperance ano' (feneral siife

tssurauce &ompaig

for literature which will be sent on' request to any address

if application is made mentioning the name of this journal.

MEAD OFFICE&

22 TO 28 KING ST. WEST,
TORONTO. ONT.

H. SUTHERLAND,

MANAGER.

IMPORTANT NOTICE TO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS.
olU can wonderfully add to your stock of knowledge and to your income duringvacation by reading, and taking orders for the • • •

GLGREATEST BOOK OF THE TIMES

Erastus Wiman's "Chances of Success."

40 Pages, neatly bound in cloth. Every page is intensely interesting, containing anec-
s, epsodes, observations, a beautiful portrait of Mr. Wiman and a cartoon by

W. Bengough. Price only One Dollar. Send for special terms to teachers and
%dents.

P. R. JAMES, 77 VICTORIA ST., TORONTO, ONT.

As fuli of hard, common sense, as an'egg is full of meat.-Standard
Union, Brooklyn.

The book offers good advice to the young man who wishes to break
records in the business world.-World, Toronto.

Emphatically:it is a book of sterling merit, and would be of great value
to any young man.-Star, Toronto.

Can hardly fail to interest business men at this critical juncture.-Daily
Times, Victoria, B.C.

This book will do more to educate as to real conditions ta be encountered
than a year at Yale or Harvard.--New York News.

In no school, in no college, nor in any book that we know of, are to be
found the practical lessons to be learned froin this book.- Washington Post.

An interesting book and one that will make some stir. * Erastus
Wiman's book is like the man himself-not apologetic, not half-hearted, no
self-suppression.-Saturday Night, Toronto.

A BRILLIANT WORK.

%ae Breton Illstrated
hstoric, Picturesque and: Descriptive.

Dy JOHN M. GOW.

ith 30 Ful-Page Photo-Engravings.
h, 4.3 paees 7x9 inehes, - $3.00

occo, gitt eelges, 8x10, inches, $5.00

%tfO llowing words taken from the Preface
r th in the fewet possible words the scopesý istrong, brillianit interesting work.

f4athis volume it is attempted to account
Ahe mnerican Puritan and for his pro-

or the -Eng ish Puritan; to discuss
spirit and tihe genius of the men be-
Whom the weak tyranny of kings hope-

of fell. The ancient town and fortress
of isburg is described. and the story4th sides is told in detail. There is a

aceount of the Colonial Struggle between
and England. and of its imniediate and

Ote resuits. The erection of the Uniteds into a Separate Nationality, and the
liation of the Nucleus of the Dominion of

%f rein. There is also inserted a short History
%,.Pe Breton, with a description of its pro-
tt 0 ive commercial advantages, and a presen-

Of its attractions as a summer resort."
e pular, racy style of the author mnakes

one t pleasantest sort of reading.
4, Work every intelligent, patriotic Cana-should be proud to possess.

WiILLIAM BF2QGS,
PU B LISH E R,

SICHiONDi STREET WEST, TORONTO.

THE LATEST. THE BEST.

SIXTH EDITION

Arithmetical Problems
-- FOR--

Senior anb cfntrance Vlasses
in public Schools,

-- BY-

G. I. Armstron , Principal Niagara Street
s oal, Toronto.

This edition contains nearly 900 Problems.
The Entrance Papers for the last twvelve years
are appended, also the Public School Leaving
Examination Paper for 1892. The answers to
all the Prooleins are given. No other work
possesses these features. Seventy-five percent. of the Public Schools ef Ontario use it,
also several Commercial Colleges.

The Educational Journal,
Room 20, 1112 Richmond St. W.,

TORONTO.

READY JAN. IST

AUTMORIZED sy THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUoATION.

PUBLIC

SCHOOL

EUCLID

AND

ALGEBRA
PRICE'25 -CENTS.

HUNTER, ROSE & CO.,
TORONTO, ONT.

OUR LITTLE
MEN AND WOMEN.
The Best Magazine for Beginners in

Reading.

"A DOZEN GOOD TIMES,"

by the Author of "Lady Gay." will-tell
about some exceptIonally brlght, merry children.

Margaret Johnson wll make the charm-
ing pitures.

Clinton Scollard will ontribute verses for
home reading and to " speak " in school.

Greta Bryar will ted about Eleetricitv.
Fanne A. Deane will describe Natural

History wonders.

OUR KINDERGARTEN.
A new departmen t (six to eght pages each

monih. under the care of Miss Sara E.
Wiltse, the well-known kindergarten author.

'ty, wll ie introduced. This department of our
maazine is for the children. No technIcal
instruction will be undert ken, but the children
will be given lhe best of F1œbel s beautifîl train-
ing. The best-known workers and writers lu the
kidergarten field will help.

well-known authors will write poems and
stories, ta be profusely illustrated by favorite
artists.

Sample copy for tro cents in stamps.

Price 1.00 a year; 10 cents a number.

D. LOTHROP COMPANY, Publishers,
Boston, Mass.

Worth tbeir Weight

Agents Wanted.

__________________________________________ Bread Knife Set of
MlIFI LCar lng Knife

*t 11 arlng Knife 3 t

Per Mail (Pont Paid) for
Christy Knife Company 3o w.minton St. East Toronto. - - ONE DOLLAR
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The E de:ational Jou.rrial.

PETERBOROUGH, 31st October, 1893.

Dear Sir,-Your lecture two weeks ago to my teachers, on Vertical Writing,

gave such an impetus to the introduction of the reform that the old system of
writing is now thoroughly rooted out and satisfactory progress is being made with
the new system. Kindly send me at your earliest convenience fifty sets of your
lessons. Faithfully yours,

J. W. GARVIN.

HUNDREDS of copies of " VOLPENNA LESSONS" have already been
sold. You intend to order, why wait till after the schools have re-opened ? You
could not make your pupils a better or more interesting and acceptable NEW
YEAR PRESENT than to introduce Vertical Writing in a series of carefully
prepared lessons.

By Mail $1.00.

Write for Club -Iateýs.

To Teacbery

NEWLA NDS & ROW.
KINGSTON. ONT.

NOW is the time to
Increase your income.
HOW? By canvassing
For Life Insurance,

FOR THE

NORTH AMERICAN->

LIFE INSURANCE
HEAD OFFICE:

TORONTO, - ONT. -COMPANY.

The Plans of the Company are exceedingly attractive, while its

financial position and record for prompt payment

of de

For Terms and oth

4 e F0 RSYTH'S Qb

CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS, INSPECTOR'S OFFICE.

Intersecting
Seas

Sharp Angles
SW eak Pointe

IT HAS tOut-classed Every Other
No Equal for Durability t
Less Stitching and ae
'Shape than any Other o

EVERY BALL GUARANTEED.

REDUCED PRICE LIST:

Sizes: 1 2 3 4 5 1 ASSOCIATIN RUBBERS AND Coi]
C rc m feren e: i.22 .241n.2 i .2 in. R ubbers tSEP R ATE, E TC .

Paen Bttnis ~ $15 2.5 2Rubbers, Septtrate iNo 1 2 3 4 x
Patent Buttonless 125 $L50 $1.75 $2.2 $2,75 iBest ledii 50c. 60c. 70Cc
Chrome - 3.25 Covers. Sepirate 9 1 .0
Rugby - (B uttones) ç <10 51.51 f

Chrome Buttonless -

FOOTBALL BOOTS.-We are carrying 15 different lines of importLd of Football

at prices ranging from $2 per pair upwards

PADS-Froin 25 cents per pair to $1.40.
FOOTBALL AN NUAL.-The oniy offlIlCanadian publication, 128 pages. PrieD2:

Now Feady. It gves ail records and furnishes complete hints on IlHow to Play Football."
One copy free with each complete ball.

BOSTON, Mass.

THE . ..

GLOBE-

dic CO.

BERLIN, Canad'l

LEADING

CANADIA

NEWSPAPe

EsTABLISMED 1844

ADVERTISING RATES LOWER IN PROPORTION TO CIRCUL
1A

THAN ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER IN CANADA .

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

$6 00

4 00
Morning Edition,

Second Edition,

Saturday Illustrated,

Weekly,
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Mx. A. F. NEWLANDS,
Kingston, Ont.

HAS NO

ath claims and honorable dealing

are unexcelled. , ~ M if M II

er particulars, address-

WM. McCA BE, F. 1. A., TORONTO, CANA
MANAQINQ DIRECTOR.
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The Educational. -Journal,
SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES. 1

1ATED TORONTO HON. .WALLAN A FAMOUJ COLLEGjE
- Qni j~EIOE

WVPOF MUSICOV
COR. YONCE ST. & WILTON AVE.

triyAffiliation for Degrees in Music
uating Courses, Scholarships, Medals, etc.
Ilmnt complete. Students receive a
Vh and artistic musical education.

tes tested free of charge.
8P-RVATORY SCHOOL OF ELOCUTION

bel(H. N. SHAW, B.A., Principal.)
).sarte, Swedish, Gymnastics, Voice Culture,

ature. Calendar of 132 pages mailed frec.
WARD FISHER, Musical Director.

~ISH3 'AMERICAN

NEJJ e 3MORTHAND
ýLEçjE, TRAININQ

ýHE oldest, most reliable, and most
thoroughly equipped college of the

kind in Canada. Over 5,coo graduates
holding remunerative positions in all

arts of the world. Patronized by the
resident of Toronto Board of Trade

and leading bankers and business men
of the country. Send for circulars to

E4A & HIOSKINS,
FEDEnATION LIFE EUiLDING, TORONTO.

E NIMMO & HARRISON

AND COLLEGE BTS.

tand l TONTO
MAERIT ANo EXCELLENCE A PEER

TO ALL OTHERS.

tubg lorougil, practical anb Reliable
44epprincipals besides being qualified teachers,

Ublic and Commercial, are men of practical
etceas stenographers and accountants.

rs send for circulars and read what we
e for others.

;
1
Tioi TSAR. CIROULARS CNER.

JVi>JIMMO, JAS. HARRISON, PRINS.

¢1aster -> Uniiversitj,
ACADEMIC DEPARTMENTS.

Ç0DSTOCK : COLLEGE
RBOYS AND YOUNG MEN.

jer Term opens January 2, 1894
RTLEs.--Physical Culture, Manual Train-

'rculation, Teachers' Courses.

Y OF INSTRUCTION.- JOSEPH I. BATES
', Principal, The Bible and Latin

%k; NEIL S. MCKECHNIE, B.A., English
and Literature; DONALDK. CLARKE,

nch and German, and Manual Train-
( S. ROBERTSON, B.A., Senior Mathe-

Ns»bysies and Physical Training; WILsON
SScience and Junior Mathematies;

L. MCCRIMMON, M.A., Latin and
. GEORGE, Preparatory Department

ysician-DR. A. McLAY, Woodstock.
rmation or Catalogue, address the
J I BATES, Woodstock, Ont.

ULTON LADIES' COLLEGE,
GIRLS AND YOUNG WOMEN.

er Term begins January 2, 1894.

iiZ I1ethy Christian home. Full College
',olatiOn and Music Courses.

OF INsTRUCTION.-ALICE M. D.
, Principal. The Bibie; BLANCHE

-A., English Literature and Natural
ARY S. DANIELS, B.A, Classies and

cience; HELEN S. SHANKS, Moderns; ANNIE M. McKAY. Mathematies;
MItRSNART, Resident Teacher In Music;
DE HART, Elocution and Physical

DA E. HOGoAN, Preparatory Depart-
I R. MARY E. DIGNAM, instructor in

nd Painting; A S. VOGT, Piano: W.
Piano and Harmony; Miss

kst of the course at Moulton College
t'SQQ ehief subjects of the fourth year lu

Of McMaster University. Matricu-
ud, ents can also reside Et Moulton

. rOug their course at McMaster Uni-

IS that students In both colleges
Ionstantly under the same healthy in-

ch rrvade a Christian home.
tuant o or Catalogue, address the

s ALICE M. D. FITCH, 84 Bloor

The Atlantic Provinces and British
Columbia, the territories and provinces
between, Bermuda (West Indies), and
the United States are To-DAY repre-
sented at.... .. .. ..

ONTARIO BUSINESS COLLEGE
BELLEVILLE, ONT. (25TN YEAR.)

SEND for the new 144 page catalogue.

ADDRESS,
Robinson & Johnson,

BELLEVILLE, ONT

HAMILTON, ONT.
The Leading Canadian College of

Business and Shorthand. Establisbed 31
years.

Winter term begins Jan. 1. Specia}
advantages to teachers. For catalogue apply to

R. E. GALLAGHER, Principal.

GERMAN LESSONS

H. G. HELLMAN,
OF HANOVER, GERMANY,

imparts a thorough knowledge of German in a
short term at reasonable rates.

18 YONGE ST. ARCADE, TORONTO.

A 'ontinental Reputation!

TORONTO AND STRATFORD.

STUDENTS are in attendance during the
present term fron British Columbia on the

West, Quebec on the North, New York State
on the East, and British Guiana on the South.

TCRCherS who are iiitending to pnterTeac1 ersbusiness life are nvited to
correspond with us.

We have trained others. They were satisfied.
They are now making money. Some are re-
ceiving twice, yes, three times their former
salaries. Are you going to follow in their foot-
steps l Let us help you.

Canaba's c5reatest IZommercial Sc]ools
WRSTE FOR CATALOGUES AND MENTION

TNs CAPFK.

SMAw & ELLioTr, PRINC.PALS

ALMA
The Leading

(anabian
I I Co[lege

liii FOR YOUNC.
WOM EN

ST.THOMAS
à à ONT.

s. Courses in Literature, Languages, Music,
Fine Art, Commercial Science, Elocution,
Junior and Senior Matriculation, University
Affiliation.

2. Staff of 20 Professors and Teachers (Univer.
sit Graduates and Certificated Teachers) care
fully chosen.

, Music.-A staff of seven teachers with an
annual enrolment of over i5o students in Piano,
Organ, Voice, Volin, Harmony, Musical Theory,
etc., etc. Graduates employed in leading colleges.

4. Fine Art..-The best Art room in Ontario.
well equipped and highest rec rd in the " advanced
work " in Government examinations. Silver Medal
for Design and Bronze in China in last Provincial
Art Examinations. Three awards for work at the
World's Fair.

5. PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS admitted
to collegiate standing, certificates being a:cepted
pro tanto.

o. Full courses under competent teachers in
Elocution, Calisthenics, Delsarte, etc.

7. Rates for board and tuition from 840 to06 per
term; from Oi5o t08200 advance payment. 60 pp.
illustrated Announcement. Address

PRINCIPAL AUSTIN, M.A.
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OFFICIAL CALENDAR

-0F THE-

E DUCATIONAL

DEPARTMENT

December:

15. Municipal Council to pay Secretary-Treas.
urer Public School Boards all sums levied
and collected in Township. [P. S. Act,
sec. 118.]

County Councils to pay Treasurer High
School. [H. S. Act, sec. 30.1

Hligh School Treasurer to receive all moneys
due and raised under High Schools Act
[H. S. Act, sec. 36 (1).]

20. Reports of Principals of County Mode
Schools to Department, due.

Reports of Boàds otExaminers on Third
Class professional examinations to Depart,
ment, due.

21. Provincial Normal Schools close (Second
session.)

Last day for notice of formation of new
school sections to be posted by Township
Clerk. [P. S. Act, sec. 29.]

22. High Schools close, first term. [H. S. Act,
sec. 42.]

Public and Separate Schools close. [P. S.
Act, sec. 173 (1) ; S. S. Act, sec. 79 (1).]

25. CHRISTMAs DAY (Monday).

New Schools go into operation. [P. S. Act,
sec. 81 (3) ; sec. 82 (3) ; sec. 87 (10); S. S. Act,
sec. 4.1

Alteration of school boundaries in unorgan-
ized Townships takes effect. [P. S. Act,
41(2).]

27. Annual Public and Separate School Méet.
ings. [P. S. Act, sec. 17; sec. 102 (1): S. S.
Act, sec. 27 (1); sec. 31 (1).]

Last day for submitting by.law for estab.
lishing Township Boards. [P. S. Act, sec.
54.1

31. Semi-Annual Reports of High Schools to De.
partment due. [H. S. Act, sec. 14 (12).]

Protestant Separate School Trustees to trans-
mit to County Inspector names and at-
tendance during the last preceding six
months. [S. S. Act, sec. 12.]

Rural Trustees to report average attend.
ance of pupils to Inspector. [P. S. Act,
sec. 206.]

Semi.Annual Reports of Publie School
Trustees to Inspector, due. [P. S. Act
sec. 40 (13).]

Semi-Annual Reports of Separate Schools to
Department due. [H. S. Act, sec. 28 (18)
sec. 62.)]

Trustees Report to Truant Offlcer, due.
[Truancy Act, sec. 12.1

Auditors' Report of cities, towns and Incor.
porated villages to be published by True-
tees. [P. S. Act, sec. 107 (12).]

Delsarte
College of
Oratory.

FRANCIS JOSEPH BROWN, President.

President of the Elocutionists' A ssociation of Canada

Largest and most advanced School of Oratory in
Canada.

The system taught in the Delsarte College is en-
dorsed by leading educators, and its pupils are filling
prominent positions throughout the United States and
Canada.

(School of Voice Culture.

Departments : -School of Physical Culture.
DSchool of Dramatic Art.

School of Belles Lettres.
Pupils may~enter at any time. For Catalogue

addressî-
FRANCIS JOSEPH BROWN,

The "Forum," Toronto, Ont.
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NEW SERIES SCHOOL MAPS
\ We Guarantee are the MOST COMPLETE, ACCURATE

and ELEGANT Maps Published.

Improved Blackboard Slating. Complete Stock of Globes.

hC "MAP MOUNTING A SPECIALTY.

,Ch n a "X"" ".- Please Write VU5*

Hand Dynanaos,

Electrie Machines,
Atwood's Machines,

Special Prices ii all
Lines of Microscopes.

LARGEST STOCK IN CANADA OF . . . . . . .

m--Chemical Glassware and

CATALOGUE
PRINTING w

SOCIETY PRINTING

COMMERCIAL PRINTING

BOOK PRINTING

IN FACT LL STYLES OF PRINTING

.... PRICES RIGHT

THE

PRINTING

CO., L

8 AND io LOMBARD

TELEPHO

'D.

STREET, TORONTO.

NE 2194.

Physical Apparatus.
I -~

COLLEGES

AND S CHOOLS
WILL FIND NO BETTER

ADVERTISING THAN
MEDIUM FOR

THE

EDUCATIONAL

JOURNAL,

Canada's Leading Educational Periodical.

J. E. WELLS, M.A., EDITOR AND PROPRIETON.

I NSURANCE
COMPANIES

CANNOT DO BETTER THAN AVAIL
THEMSELVES OF THIS MEANS OF

REACHING A MOST DESIRABLE COM-
MUNITY, THE TEACHERS IN SCHOOLS
AND COLLEGES THROUGHOUT THE
DOMINION OF CANADA.

FOR RATES OF ADVERTISING AND OTHER
INFORMATION WRITE . . . .

THE POOLE PRINTING CO., LTD.
ADVERTISING MANAGERS,

8 and 10 Lombard Street, Toronto.
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